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Three Slates Vie For Top HUSA Positions
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True Mathematics and Gordon Knox
•

by Sandra Upshur

Nate Jones And Connie Clay
1

by Robin ~tcGint}'
Hilltop Staffwriter
Ha\•1ng recl.'ntl)" ~un· 1vccl cit)-v.1,1.: r:Jc,··
ions here in the Di:-.tnct. v.c :U-t' nov.· fa.:t·J
ith the prospect of anotht·r gra \ 't' I111 !! c a111
P,aign . Though not •lf till' calitx·t (lf !ht• 11p-

J.01ning pn:sident1al elct' li•lTI~ in !98~ . tht·
J'ampaign for the prt•s idt•nt·y 11f H US ..\ pr11 -

. ln1ses to be j ust a:-. interesting .-\:-. 1n .Jn\
J'ampaign. voters can eXJX'l'I ((l b..· hi.111;
~-arded v.·ith position gapi.·r~ and ll1cr'.
41ong w1th the usual debates. Dur1ng 111..::
next few " ·eeks . vote~ " '11! \>C ~11v "· ere (l
'filh rhe1orio and prt1r11i-.c ~ t1f ,·h;.ir1ge
though only time will eel! clie rc;.il dea l. 0'
d}e)' say at the track ~. the r:1t·r 1~ lln'
' Campaigning hard and fast for che •'ll
~Cted po~ition s .1f prc~:Jcnc a11J \l~·
csident of HUSA arc Nathaniel Jtinrs and
onnie Clay . Politically active lln t·;1n1f1U~
roughout the )'ears. both Jo11l·~ and Cl;,iv
no strangers 10 the nl~' riad v.·orl(l lJf ix1l1 lics. Jones, as a fom1er repre:-.entat1\'l' of
l{G SA has had extenS1\·e dealings v.1lh thl·
a?ministralion of Ho,,ard University . On
!tic other hand. running 111at..:: Connie Cla\' 1~
pJsident of Howard·~ N(>BUO.':i Chapier .
Tdgeiher, they bring a v.·ealth tJf knov.· letl~e
aAt! e"xpcrience as they ~eek elel'Ci(ln co cho~l'
o~fiees .
'
l ~' lt 's about pring1ng studer1t gt1\·ernml·nc
b•~ to the basics. We feel t'crta1n is~uc~
1
su c as financial aid. housing and Sl~t·ur1t\
h~
not been addres~ed proper])' by pa~t
adroini scrarions . Tho ~e 1.-.sues are p;.ir;.im~
· nf in our minds ... ~tales Cla~·.
, ontinuing on thar note. J one~ ~;,iys.
·· A o. it 's a ~ollecti\•e f)'pt: of thing_ . It get~
bac ~ to our theme which 1s C .l .P. Commur#cation, implemenca1ion and perpc:1ua-

~8f'e

•

111,11 .

B:.i(k

v.h1~· h

Cl1

!hi.'

ba:-.ic~ 1:-

••ur pl;11fun11

hr1tlgc ~,1111l'

i~

the structure

1in

Jcr1,ed . \Ve ha,·c 10

ll f th(l~t· gap~

through

com-

r11un1ca11on . Nl1t 1111I\' Y•ithin Howard Uni\'l'f:.lt~· .

hue also l111k1 11g

lJursclve~

with the
ct1111111tir11!)' at l:1rgl' . ·rhat is a vel)' in1portanc Jl\h bcl';JUSe !llllSe v.·crc the orig111:1l
t1bJCO:t1 ,- e~ o f thl' u11i' er~it~' and the Ho v.·ard
Ll n 1 ,e r~\t ,· Student A~~ociation . ··
A' H,1,\ard Un1 ,er s1 t~· has rcl·cntl)' unJ_l'r)!\lfll' cl1l' glare ,1( ad\l'rse publ1c1ty. there
ha~ tx·en n1ut·l1 l't1111111cr11 0 11 the rt1le of Pres1(ler1t C hel' k ;1, ;1n a<lr111nistrator. Coupll~d
v.·1th thl' Hi lltt1p-Ja11ice r<.1c Kn1g:ht affair.
rcnd1ng l;i v.· ~tii t ~ ;1ga111~c 1he uni\·ersil)' and
(ln-g:<11ng: l' r1t1t'1~n1 lr11111 th.: surrounding
l'(l!Jlft1un1t)·. H.1v.artl Un1,·crs 1t} appeao to
t'C r1·el111g fron1 the 1r11p:1ct .
··r:r11111 v.h..111 ·,·..:: he;1rd ;ih..,ut-the J;.in1l'C
~1 r K111gh1 1~~uc. I v..·11uld-dctinitcly say ii
v.as-:1 ~ Crtini::_ exatlljllc o! v.·haf v.•e've been
1;1l l1ng ah11u1 . [;1~· k 11f cf1111r11t1r11ca11on and
' lx-t~ccn the student
1Jl'k Of under~ta11d111g
a11d adn1in1~tra1ion . Pl'f~l1 n;.ill\· . l'n1 riot surpnscd at thl' r1ega11\·e pt1hl1c1t~ thal 'Howard
recei\'ed. Nil n1;11tcr v..·l1.1t "'e d'' the Post has
~0 111e1hing nl'g:at f\t' t<> ~ay about 11 . Of
cour.~c. the r11eJia ha~ the right to inft'rprct
e\·e11t ~ 1t1..:: v..·:iy ct1e~· v.·ar1! co and S1). they
u~uall~· do ju~t th.11
As far as the un 1\'l'r~ it~ ·~ r..::lation·,h1p with the con1n1uni1y.
it t.1~·fin1tc!~ ':l'utd stand in1pro\·emen1 . But I
v. ould nt)! ~a~· 1t·~ :111 t>n Howard . A lot of
tl1e Jlr(1blen1 l1l'~ in the cc1n1muni1y· s attitude
t1lv.ar(!S Hov.·ard . l' here·~ a lot of speculat1tJTl :1nJ st..::rec11.~· p1ng . le · ~ .a problem of pcrceplion. 1he ·t:' o111n1unity needs to look at
some of the positi\'e aspects of Howard .
Because until the communil)' 11ttts us halfCo ntin1ied on Page 4

platfom1 their opposition co Howar-d ·s busiHilltop Staffwriter
ness associations wi!h C(ln1panies-s uch as
IBM and General fl.ioc ors -1nvesting in
··seize the Time'' is the slogan of the
Howard Universit)' Student Association. S ou th Afr ica . ··we find ttii s activity
electona1 can1paign of Gordon Knox and reprehensible.'· lhey decl ;.ircd. ··and we
pledge to figh t for tot~ di'i.-i11ves1n1ent .
True Mathematics. according 10 Ke\•in
Acct1rdt11g to the Ht Book. the primary
Munson. can1paign manager.
role of HUSA ··is 10 provide input into the
Knox and Mathema1ics. juniors in the
uni,·cr.:;it)' decision· 111aki ng process: to ac!
School of Liberal Arts, are running for
HUSA president and vice president . Objec- as a spokesn1an for the students: co nlaint.ain
tives listed in their platform CO\'er finanl·ial cor11111un1i.·atit1ns i.'Onceming student interaid. defcrreli payment. rcgi stratio11 , con1pu- est 111 n1:1n)' seg1nen1s of the si.:hoo!: and to
ters. the con1munif)'. and Howard 's in\'est- mobil1u the student bod~· to recognize and
act' on lhe problems :1n(I concerns of the
ment in South f.,frica .
Knox and f\.-1athen1atic s note 1111he1r pl;.it · Howard conimunit)' and the Black community . "
form that the)' propose to in1pro,·e financial
When asked v.·h)· hl' v.;,.s not running for
aid by developing a need-based sc holarship
fund v.·ith the help of alumni of the univer- H USA prc :c.ident. ~ 1 athc 111a11cs replied,
sity . They al so state that the)' oppose an)' ··Lcadersl11 p is collecti\•e . le doesn' t nlatter
revisions to be niadc in the deferred pa)'- v..·hac your title is. 11ti s 1.~ the \Jffice I chose
ment plan- like replacing ic with thl' stu- to express 111)' lea,J..::rsl1 ip. ··
Math ~ 1na1i cs ex1>la111cd 'th al his job would
dent loan progran1.
"
Knox and Mathc_maiics !:1be l the rcgistra- deal with !he prlJgr~1111 s aspect of the adlion process a s ·•too heclit· a11d dis- n1i 11istr:.1!ion. v. hilc Knox wi ll (·tl\'CT the ad111inistr;,it i'e 11..1J1. ··Titles arc insignificant
organized . ·· They propose tliat the uni'\·ersity adopt a computei based. phone -in- a1 this point of 1hc gan1c ... he added.
Knox 's response to l·cn~o~hip on cainregistration procedure where the e ntire propus was, ·· we arc totally against it. We
cess would be handled by the computer prohave studied the efficacies of an in gram.
The candidates mentioned that '' Howard ' depcndenf newspaper . :1r1d ii is extremely
in1portant that the paper 1naintain its inmust enter the 1980's. ·· Their idea is to
int roduce a strategic planning board to depcndencl' . ·Ilic uni \'ersi1y collects acti\·it)'
achieve 100 percent student computer li- fee s. and the}' Jre still trying to impose what
teracy. This plaf).ning board will sol icit in - students can publ ish.··
Conccrni11g- che fl.-1e Kµig:ht issue. Knox
put from' faculty, st ud ents. s taff ad :
ministrators. and industry leader.;. they ad- added. ··11 was a blatant. strong-armed tac tic that v.•asn'r JUSt1fiedr. " .o\el·ording to
ded .
•,
In an " art~mpt to unite the D.C.' . con1n1uni - ~1ath en1at1cs. ·· President' Check is a very
ir11elligen1 rnan. and I can·1 understand wh}'
ty with the Howard community, KntlX and
he did v..•hat he did . le v.·as. not prciper timMathematics said they plan to launch a D .C .
'
tutorial project- inc luding supplen1cntat)~ 1ng .
Knox :ind Mathematics both emphasized
eduction, adu lt education. and con1rnunicy
in1erest . They added that their orgar1ization their support of the Coali1ion tp.rSa\'e Ho•
v.·ard Uni\'\.'rsit\· (CSHU ). and stated that
will endeavor to build and maintain the
the y have spoken at various rallies. They
B lack community .
Knox and Mathematics !isled in their
Contit1ued 011 page 2

'

Decision On Hilltop
Editor Postponed
by Angelia Phillips
Hilltop Staffwriter
The Hilltop Policy Board ~ eeting scheduled for 5:00 lasl Tuesday in Douglass Hall,
was postponed until next Tuesday, March
15, because a quorum or 11 members was
nol reached ~y 6:00 p.m .
It was that meeting at which the board
was to de1emtine whether Janice McKnight.
recently reinsta1ed as a student at Howard .
would be allowed to complete her tenn,
which ends in April, as editor-in-chief of the

Hilltop .
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by Christopher Powell
Hilltop Staff'A·rit t! r
The establist1111l·nt of a pnvate camp~s
security S)'Stcrn ;,i11d a Howard U nive ~it y
Student As'sol·iation (tl USA) scholarship
fund arc tv.·o go:1!~ incl uded in the campaign
p!atfonn of Ste \'t'n l1art and Core Cotton .
running 1nates in the 1983 HUSA presidential elections.
Prcsiden1ia! candid:1te Hart said in a recent intcvie'A' 1!1at the pla!fonn addresses six
r11ajor issues : l ) L·a 111pus security. 2) undergradu ate ;1 11 (! gradu 11te housing. 3)
tinani.:ial aid. ,i ) ~ t uJe 111 and administra1ion
relations. 5) ct1111111u11ity relations. and 6 ) an
''essential studic<;·· proposal.
Hart. a third ~e:1r legal con1mu ni\.1ttions
n1aj or. v..'ho trar1sfcrrecl from North ern
Michiga11 U111\ crsit}' to ~l o v.' <lrd i11 the Fiall '
1982 scn1estcr. t·ri til·i1ed ··the ];1ck of a
sufficient nu n1bcr of securit)' guards'' particularly in l·crt<1i n ca 111pu s buildings .
··sec11ri1y is vcr} pt>tir for 1-lov.,ard's size .
For instan('C, !11.: U!;1(:kh11rn Cen ter. \11hich
has five or six tlifferen't businesses such as
the ca1npus st<Jre and the Punchout. has only
one security gu;1rtl fo r the wl1olc building al!
da)' ... excl aimt'd H:1n .
Hart proptlSell 1t1a1 tiowarJ establish ils
own securit}' gu;1rd f(Jn.:e instead of hiring
an outside sccurit)' bu~incss. Addressing the
issue of fina11.; i;1l aid. H:1r1-:1nd Cotton propose to establish <t ~J USA sc holarship fund
which . Hart sai(I, w11u\d require ··an all -out
effon to ~ek corpor;,ite backing as welt as
Black ce !e,rit)' 1noney . ··

·· ·1 he qualifications fo r earning the
sc holarsh ip wo uld be to sh(Jv. aclive
participation in student government affairs
and finanei11l n<.,-cd. ··explained llart .
Hart expressed co11cern for thr fact that
Howard does not provide dom1itorics exclusively for its gradua1e stude111s . ·· Howard is in a uniquely difficult location f(l r
housing in places other than its don11itor1c<;.
Not only do \l.'e need graduate housing but
also we need to rqbuild and refurbish the
housing we have ,·· Hart co111r11en1ed .
Cotton, a sophomore n1ajoring in ;1cl111inis trat ive j ust ice. who tr•1nsferre<I from
Spelln1an College i11 A1lanta . Georgia to
Howard last Fall se mester, said that she
wants to bring a Oev.· mcchod o lc,gy ro
HUSA. She calls the 1t1ctl1odology
·•·· 'psycho-rel igapudics. ··a term she said v.·as
coined by her n1other. Dr . M . Jea11ne Colton, a psychologist .
'·Ps)'Cho-religapudics co111bi11es soci\llogy. psychology. and rcligio11 and applies
them 10 e \'eryday life activities in a \vay that·
is conducive to prod11c ing quality results . I
believe that. as Black people, we are al_l
extensions of each other. b11t v..·e 11ecd lo find
out v.·hac each o ther's perspectives arc ,··
Cotton commented.
Cotton proposed tliat ll USA esrablish
forums and infom1al rap se.ssions in order to
enhance thc communications between the
s1uden1 body and t~e- HUSA office on a11
''individual level .·· '' he purpose of this
methodology is to insure feedback frcim the

~J

I

I

Continued 011 Page 4
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Bison: 2nd Place In MEA C'

Inside

Core Cot·t on And Steven Hart

was late because of another mceling and the
weather (rain) . ··
Of the t 7 students v.•ho arc nlembcrs of
the board less than six were presen1 al 1he
meeting . The students on the board are either the Pre sidents cif the various student
councils of the se\·enteen sc hools and col leges. or appointees of the siudent council
presidents . None of the students absent
could be reached for comment on why they
did not 11ttcnd Tuesday' s meeting .
The students weren't the only ones lacking in attendance. Although Dean Barrow
said the nieeting was ··Widely advertised''.
Raymond Archer. recording secretary of the
Hilltop Policy Board. was not present .
When asked if he would conen1 to be
interviewed . Arc her said ''No,·· when
asked why , he replied. '' I donot wish to be
interviewed by the Hilltop.
Dr. Carl Anderson. one of the fust board
members lo arrive. said he didn ' t know why
some of lhe people weren't able 10 make it.
but it wou ld be most helpful to the Hilltop if
we could count on a quorum .'' He also
added that h e wa s ''ce rtainl y di sappoin1ed. '' but didn 't want to criticize any• to have to improve our
one . ·· w e·re goihg
attendance record." he added .
Asked how he thoug ht he might have
voted had there been a meeling , Anderson
said, ''Oh no, no, no, I don ' t think thal
would be appropriate .' '

•

LOCAL NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY

CAMPUS
Elections

'

At 6:00, and the sounding of Founder's
bell, board members including Dr. Cart An.derson, Vice President of Student Affairs .
prepared to leave as McKnight walked in .
McKnight said she was late for lhe meeting because she was trying to prepare an
editors ' report to present to the board. She
said she ·was unable to complete it on time
·'basically because of disruptions during the
past weeks.'' She did not, she said, '' want
to bring a partial report to the Board . "
The editor's report , according to
McKnight. is ''an assessment of inlemal
working of the Hilltop ." lt is in detail
''what the edilors have done, and what improvements are needed,·· McKnight added.
Howard Newell , President of the Howard
Universily Student Association (HUSA) .
and also a board member was about fortyfive minutes late to the meeting . He said he

The Wiz is Here

Jesse Jackson

'

Pan-Africanism

The Wiz

SPORTS
MEAC

. .

•

I
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Friday , March I I, 1983

HUSA s Only Woman President
by Kevin Hicks·
Hilltop Staffwriter

J

JScene: attractive black woman wilh large
in Douglas Hall , room 116. H USA
mfeting . Center s1age . Theo}a: Do you
kriow me? I was in student government back

atto

w~en

my colleagues here (points to room

full of representatives arguing) were lli plqmatit·all)' discussing H USA business.
,,.. !As yoU can see it was about time for

. soL

ne like nlt.' -a woman--to take

O\'CI'

~

en our opinionated president (points to a
-n{ n shouting '' I resign! !!) lc=ft office .

l'

ut even wilh my ne'ol.' posi1ion I s1ill had
..
10 carry· this--- a Howard l.D. card . (holds
u~f ard, walks dow11 cen1er aisle. arguing in

ba

kgn:iund)

j
•1;1io re1nember, before )'OU pick up those
·Jt..'. ~ SA concert 1icke1s as Cramlon or get
~ ~k in those long lines in the ··A·· buildin¥, niake sure you have it-the Ho ward
l .D. card , don 't leave the dom1 (noise pii.·ks
up) without ii .
' ·W hile rhi s comniercial is fic1ional.
Theola Miller Douglas is not ; for 57 da)'S
she held rhe reigns of power follov.·ing the
resigna1ion and subsequent reins1at'ement of
Charles M. Hall . HUSA president during
the 1972-73 academic year .
For one shining. flickering mon1entac1ually almost two months-a v.·oman held
the highesl elected position in studenl go1·emment al Howard .
An Hisrori<·al Oreri·ie~· 1ef the Ho 1•·t1rd
Un ii•ersit.\' S1utien1 Ass11<·i11tion : Fr11m
196~ - 1976 . a trealisc by Vinccnl Johns.
De3.n of Student Life and Acti1·ities. oul lines the poli1ical ctimatl' l1f that era .,.,·hich
~ng other things included a call b)' g-radu-

•

ate s1udent leaders to fon11 their o"·n organi . zatiun separate fron1 HUSA .
It is the 1972-73 HUSA Annual Report.
ho.,.,•ever, that records Miller 's tl'11urc " ·hich
wa_s stormy at best . She appcan. 10 be !he
first fen1ale lo ascend to the presid!l;11cy
~· hether 1hro ugh . successior1- ;1s ir1 her
case---<lr direc t election b)' thl' studl·nt
bod)'.

Hall had resigned bel' ause 1he HUSA
Senate. a '' legislati\•e and c ."<ecutii'e t'txly ··
as described in the 1967-68 H-H1111k (~ tt1den1
handbook) , had frozen the budget and " 'as
in favor of distributing the bulk of che executive branch' s funds to the studl'llt l·11u 11cils
in each college .
1'he account of the cve11ts le:1di11g up tu
Hall 's resignation are in the 111 in utc~ <lf 1ha1
fateful October 4th Senate 111ee1i11g :
... Thc president stalt'd if;1ni ~ t s ,1lir1·1 gl'I
their money there is a p<1s~1 bilit)' llf HUSA
being sued ... Thc'rc v.·as a large dis(· 11~si11n
on the pro 's and con's of bcir1g ~ue d 1f lhl·
senate decides not to h1,1nor cl1l' (' tJn t ral' t~ tif
Expo (Homecon11ng 19721
The n1inutcs ~'Untinue 1ln u11t1I : Si11l·e )'OU
Jon ·I rt'gard n1 y signafu re :1s Prl·~l (tl·111 (sir l.
I n1ight as well resi gn as pres1de111 said Hall .
The meeting becaffil._' disorgar11zcd and t'111t11iunal reactions to the prc s idcnt 's - rc ~ig n a
lion took o ver the n1ee1ing . 'Ille president
lcf1 chc rOOn1-The senate 1:1hlc1l l11s rcsignalion .
Miller served until No\'t'r11bcr JO. 1972 .
It " 'as on that evening that H:1ll askc(f the
Senate to reinstate hin1 as prcsilicr11 : ic " 'as
ti1nc co put the differcnrcs aside ancl puc
student government bai.·k tt1gethcr ag:ii11.
said Hall in the n1inutes.

Election Commentary:

But as Johns notes in his Overvie'"'' ''from
this point sludenl government declined at a
rapid pace until early in May when the senate in lieu of elections sci up a Planning
Committee and appointed a caretaker (emphasis added) . ''
Perhaps not since the t1rs t five HUSA
administrations (Fall 196 1-Spring 1966)
had there been a chief executive who was
not elected direc1ly by !he student body or
succeeded to 1he office .
In the early days of HUSA the sleering
committee of the Assembly {in 1968-69 it
became the As soci~tion)-----the executive
('OUncil !hat conducted the business of
HUSA-sc lec1ed the presiding officer and
spokesman for bo1h bodies who was known
as the ·chainnan .
With the ratificalion of a new cons1itu1ion
in the Spring of 1966. HUSA presidents
" 'ere directly c lec1ed by the s1udcnts for the
first time .
•
The current president of HUSA. Howard
Newell. is the 171h person elected by lhe
student body according to lhe Oi·erview.
T.,.,·cnty-four individual s appear to have presided over HUSA si nce 1961--the resignati{ln of sornc prcsidcnls makes ii difficull IO
deten11ine exactly how many persons have
held the posi1ion according to 1he 0l"er1 ·ie~·· s lisfings .
Those who have held the office have gone
on 10 be doc1ors. lawyers and professionals
in alt field s .
\Vho will be th·e I 81h president of !he
Ht).,.,·ard University Student Association?
It's too early to preduc1 bu! there's a two out
of thrl!c t' hance hi s vii:e-president will be a
wo111an : i11 the arena of HUSA poli1ics that
coulJc.Pc the 11c."<I step to the presidency .

'

Possible Violation
May Hinder Campaign
by Kevin Hicks
Hilltop Staffwriter
'Twelve midnight : Somewhere on Howard's campus, in a dimly Iii room, a lone
sou l prepares himsClf. for the las! ritual ;
placing his weathered 'oafers on the floor.
he eases in10· a sleek. hew pair of running
shoes .
All appears 10 be in readiness as his competition joins.him on the field . Rubbing 1he
sleep from their eyes, each one simul1aneously ''psyches'' himself up while
sizing up his rivals.
Thirty seconds remain until thal magic
minute past midnighl ... seconds un1il
.candidates in the 1983 HUSA campaign run
for !he number one spol in s1uden1 governmenl : President of the Howard University
Student Association .
While the rules for this year's race were
published in time for 1he presidential and
truslee aspirants to know whal they can and
cannot do, there are a number of loopholes
in 1he 1983 Election Guidelines lhat could
prevent our fictional ·' lone'' runner from
having a fair chance of completing the race .
Perhaps the most immediate concern of
the General Assembly, 1he body that
approved the guidelines, should be the provision that campaign ma1erial-buttons.
pos!ers and political platfonns---could not
be distribuled lo the Student body until Fri day, February 25. the official beginning of
the campaign season .
Earlier this week a source showed me a
campaign platfonn 1hat appears to have

,.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•

been drafted by one of the HUSA presidential slates . This p l atfor m i s quite
comprehe n sive - ap proxi mal ely 17
pag.c s-and covers everything from the establishment of a Student Entertainmenl and
Social Activi1y Commiss10n to suggested
special proje.c1s. like voter registration and
food/clothing drives .
Even if this1 platfO•M11m11- and any supporting campaign material- received limited
distribution to the student body prior to the
official opening of the _election season, the
.key question in dec·iding whether an)' of the
rules were violated is how was the platform
~istributed?

A volunteer training manual which " 'as
also gi~·en lo me indicate$ that a campaign
training session may have already been held
this semester to organize supporters: this,
of course, would be a convenient forum for
distributing platforms to potential supporters.

'

On one of the pages headed The Presentation. volunteers are instructed on how to
markel the candidate's image. Sec1ion II .
Item C is reproduced below :

C. MARKITING OUR CANO/DATES
/MAGE- FORM AND TECH-

NIQUE lsicl
•·
I. STRENGTHEN (GORDON AND
TRUE'S) HUMAN DIMENSION
2. STRENGTH EN (GORDON AND
TRUE'S) LEADERSHIP DIMEN -

SION

'

3 . PORTRAY (GORDON AND
TRUE ' S) ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN A bELIEVABLE .
W·AY [sic)

Obviously if this tra1n1ng session has
been held. this HUSA presiden1ial slalC of
Gordon Knox and True Mathematics could
be in Violation of the rule prohibiting t: demonstrations'' that have not been registered
with the Committee before they occur in
addition to a potentially more serious infraction of campaigning before February 25.

1983.
Should the Assembly look in10 this matter and decide it has merit, they would have
10 de1ennine whether ''strategy·· or ''interest'' sess ions 'involving the general student
body are a fonn of campaigning .
This slate is probably not the o nly o ne
that may have conducted such ''volunteer
training sessions·· so far 1his year and this
commentary is not intended 10 say they' ire
guil1y of ~y infrac1ions---tha1 is f0r .the
Assembly to decide if it elects to deal with
the issue .
The Committee is c learly ~i ncapable of
effectively monitoring s u c h ' 'd~
monstrations'' prior to the official campaign period since the chainnan to the Elections Committee, Rodney Bell . received his
appoinlment in November and probably did
not assemble his staff until this semester.
What I am suggesting is lhat the Assembly consider the feasibility of impaneling the
Elections Committee well before November. Since a Committee must be sci up for
the Fall elections for Freshman C lass Office~. perhaps that Committee could stay active right up to the General Elections in the
Spr'ing .

•

'

Howard Offers New
Degree In Education

•

by Henry Duvall
Speci.11 to the Hilltop
,_
A graduat e degree prog ran1 iti international developmen1 education has begun in the Howard University School of
Education. focu sing on education in Third
World countries .
·'The progran1 seeks to provide students
with an understanding of the centrality of
education in lhe development process of
Third World countries :'' says Dr . PautAlbert Emoungu , prog ram coordinator .
''We belive this requires an unders1anding
of the social, cultural and economic forces
that impact on education ."
The intemacional development education
program. which offers master of arts and
master o f educatio n degrees. encompasses
elective courses in economics . political sci-

1•

•
'

.,

•

"

•

•

'

Phoenix Mutual assures you we have a
fine future for you in life insurance.
With all the variety, challenge,
and rewards yow could ask -for.

•

ence . soc iology and anrhropology as well as
core req1:1irements in education . It 's aimed
at ir1troducing- ·· n1ajor approaches, trends
and findings of soci al -science research
which arc relevan1 to the problems of educational policy and planning chat arise in the
process of socioeconomic dcvclopmenl . ''
says 1he coordinator .
Dr . Emoungu notes that the program prepares students for careers as researchers.
policy analysts, advisers and administrators
in instilutions concerned with education in
the process of development in Third World
nations.
For furthe r information on the program in
international development education, contac 1 the Department of Foundations of
Educafion . School of Education. Howard
University, Washington . D.C , 20059. or
call (202) 636-7342 .

-Mathematics and Knox
Continued from front page

I
•'

Our bea!Jl1ful . · strikingly modern

horne office building wa s the first two· ·

seeks high1y motivated individuals to

sided olf ice stru ct ure ever buil t. Standing qn the banks Qt the Connec ticut

enter 3 months of intensive study 1n
basic data processing techn iques.

River. 1t·s still one of the landmark si te s
of Hartford .
Certainly. it"s no ordinary building .
'· But then again . Phoenix Mutual is no

ordina ry insurance company. If you're
looking for a rewarding career. y.ou ' ll
find us a very good place to work.

'•
BIG ENOUGH TO COUNT.
SMALL ENOUGH SO YOU COUNT.
we·re one of the twenty largest life
insurance companies in the U.S. and
steadily growing. So we can offer you
security and steady progress. At the
same time. we're not to6 big to not care
about every employee. Our train ing programs are very specific and very exten sive .. They include intensive programs
at nearby campuses, as well as selfstudy courses and on-the-job training. _
All company paid, of course: you earn :
wh_ile you learn.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ACTUARIAL STUDENTS 4S WELL AS
DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONALS .
The range of our activities may surprise you . If you ·re ·interested in figures
or almost any aspect of insurance. we
are seeking (and train) actuarial stu~ent1s to _ ent~r a for.mal program O!fer1ng rotat1 r g 1ot?·ass1gnments affording
exposure in most departments along
with company paid study time. Our

•

' Department also
Data Processing

HARTFORD: SMALL-TOWN CHARM,
AND BIG-CITY SOPHISTICATION.
Mark Twain , who lived in Hartford ,'
said "You Oo not kno~ what beauty is if
you have not been here:· Just 2 hours
from New York or Boston , this pleasant , warm , relaxed city has taverns ,
discos and night clubs. The opera,
ballet, symphony, 48 public parks, fine
shopping and dining all make it an
enjoyable area to live and work in.
·

YES, THERE CAN BE LIFE AFTER COLLEGE.
A VERY GOOD LIFE. COME TALK TO US
ABOUT A CAREER AT PHOENIX.
Your Phoenix recruiting contact

Trentton K. Mack
will be on campus

Weqnesday, March 23
We'l l show you how you can get
started on a rewarding. challenging
career at Phoenix, or write to
Trentton K. Mack
Personnel Consultant at:
Phoenix Mutual
Life l'!surance Company
One American Row
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

•

••

•

,
•

When asked if he had been fired during
the Walter Woods HUSA campaign, Knox.
said they were also involved in the Abuilding takeover.
In response to Cheek's resigna1io n. ·
Mathemalics replied , ''Thirteen years is an
awfully long lime to rule. and one can get ·
drunk with power . He ex.plainecr91hat if
Cheek resigns. student inpul is needed 10
dec ide who will be his successor.
Mathematics used the ex.ample of President Ronald Reagan and Vice Presiden1
George Bush . '' If Reagan died,'' he stated.
·'George Bush would move into his position
and implement his same ideas. They are
going 10 carry out the same things unless we
have student input,'· he stated .
'' We don't agree with tenure ,'' contended Knox. . ·~ There are some things Dr .
· Cheek has done well and some things he
hasn't done well .''
Mathematics commented that the Reagan
administration has ways of suppressing
Black people . '' all males should realize that
our tenure at any university is limited because of the lack of financial aid (Soloman
Act] ."
The Soloman Act states that all males
must register for the draft to be considered
for financial aid.
Knox contended that Howai-d's administration is not responsive to studenl
concerns . According to him. '' We need a
more effective registration process .··
''The complexity of the university is
changing . All funding that helps Black s1udents are bringing these stude nts to
school," said Mathema1ics. He noted the
construction of neJ--bui~ings on campu's,
and replied , ··1 am very upset and disillusioned by the progress of the university
to alleviate this j>roblem. {financial aid) .
Mathematics mentioned that he has been
working with Knox. since his freshman year.
He said they created the idea for Salute to
the Black Woman, initiated the Save Our
Children Coalition on Howard's campus to
observe lhe killings of Black youth in Atlanla , brought ren ow ned s peak ers to
Howard-such ' as Angela Davis. Gi l
Noble-and fou nded the National Black
Student Association which helped solve the
problems facing Black college students,
Mathematics and Knox. added lhat they
have also worlced with the 1981 -82 HUSA
ele.ction staff and in o ther areas of 'l.vemment .
--;p-

•

replied that he ·· voluntarily resigned'' to
organize the Liberal Arts Student Council
campaign. He stated, ' Woods and Ahmed
are adamen1ly supportin~ us . ''
.
-.
Knox and Mather;natics said they do not
plan to make any constitutional changes
while in office .
l
He emphasized chat 1hey began planning
their campaign in Sep1ember. 'We organized before the ca mpaign. he said.
·'Campaigning is going oul asking someone
for a vote ."
Mathematics will have his religious name
placed on lhe slate as approved by the Election 1983 guidelines. He remarked that
Ahmed used his religious name. when running for office.
Munson said, ''We want all voters to
look at all candidates because we are very
confiden1 on what we have to offer. We are
going to be the catalyst that moves the campus . We have to seize lhe time ."
Munson added that ~and Mathematics schedule public H USA Orientation
Campaign meetings every Wednesday at 5
p.m . in room 11 6 of Douglass Hall .
He stressed thal input from the science
community is importanl . ''lbe needs and
concerns of the science/engineering community haven' t been addressed . lbere arc
many students who have no idea how their
$65 is spent."
HUSA President Howard Newell said
that he had not yet studied the platfonns of
the candidates . ''At this point in time , Qe
stated , '' they (Knox.·Mathematics] appear
to be the frontru nners by virtue of their
ex.perience in government . They are the
dominant candidates.''
Newell added that he is noc involved in~
the erections---rcschcdulcd for April 13th
since many students may not have yet returned from springbreak .
Kim Graham, Undergraduate Student
Assembly Coordinator , had no comment.
Mark Harris, senio r in the School of
Communications, stated, ·· At this point, I
feel that Knox. and Mathematics have pre·
sentcd a substantial platform that is both
relevant and feasible .
Ot her candidates include Nathaniel
Jones---Connie Clay and Ste.yen Han.Cote
Cotton running for HUSA president ,and ·
vice president of HUSA.

•

•
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Jacks.on Urges Black Involvement
by Kimberl)' Little
Hilltop Staffwriter
'' We cannot sit back in l 98J and "84 and
in our wildes1 imfigina1ions think "-'e can
nde to freedom on Phat\lah 's Chariot.·' ~aid
Reverend Jesse Jackson, National President
of Opt!rat1on PUSH , as he anal)·zed 1he status of black American poli1ics before the
Capitol Press Club las1 Thursday night .
Speaking IO a capacit)" cro'A-·d in the ball room llf 1he National Press Building. Re\"_
Jackson discussed the \·ictory ofbt:ick Ri:p·
rc~ntall\"e Harold Washington (D-IL) in _
the Chicago Dcrnocratic mayoral primary .
'fhc relationship bet'A-·ee11 blacks and the
Democratic pany. and the chances of a
black pres1dcnt1al oandi date running 1n
l 984 \>.'ere al~1l e':\an1ined .
Jal· kson stressed th~ 11eed for rµore black
,>fficials at all le\·els of government. ''We"
need 111 have a chair on the stage. There is no
\l.' a)' 1he issues that affect the Jives of blacks,
Hispanics. a11d ~the poor will be onstage un less ones \>.'ho c1nbody those issues are on·1t
stagc .
p~to by Neil Adams
'l'he non1ination of Rep . \\.' ashington.
\>.'ho ina)' become Chicago's firs! black
treatment of blacks b)' present ma)·or Jaiie
nia)·or. was a ·· ~· ru sade' " against the mi sB)·rne. according 10 Jack son .

,.,....

•

JacksOn charged Byrne with promoting
the political machine of late Chicago mayor
Richard Daley . He also admitted that most
black Chicagoans probably would not have
\"Oted in the primaries .
Ho wever. Opera1ion PUSH and other
..·iv il rights organizations added 250.0CIO
black vo1ers through voter regi stration
dri\·es . ..\nd because they were presented
with ··a live alternative,·· 85 percent of the
black voters cast ballo1s for Washing1on.
Jackson sdid .
The ·'live alternative·' was not supported
by prominen1 Democrats. however . Former
vice-president Walter Mondale supponed
F.ichard J . Daley, son of the late mayor, and
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass) supponed-Byrne .
According to Jackson. neither man consulted black political leaders before making
his decision .
''What that really says is that in the Dem·
ocratic party· blacks have membership, but
no proprietorship . . that we are consumers without equity.·· Jackson 3ssened .
·'There must be a radical redefinition of
the relationship. If we remain , we mus! be
married . . \l.'e cannot be !he kepi people.· ·

he continued, amid \aughler from the audience .
Citing s1atistics from the last national
eleclion, Jackson said that of rhe 37 mill ion
Democratic voles cast, 7 million came from
blacks . This cons1i1utes a 20 percenl support
base for the party that blacks should use 10
promote more black candidates, he
claimed.
•
In reference to a black presiden1ial candida1e, Jackson said. '' Somebody said, 'Wel l
you know, a black can '1 win .' How do you
know? If you run, you may lose. If you
don't run, you're guaranteed lo lose .''
''We ~ave nothing 10 Jose but our chains,
and when we run credibly, we always wi n
se lf-respect .''
l
To ru n credibly, a ~lack candidate would
need political ll)achinery, support of the
masses, and money . Though these aspects
don't fully exist now. Jackson claimed 1ha1
they are being developed .
When asked about his own aspirations,
Jackson said he was not seeking a candidacy
in the 1984 presiden1ial election . However,
he still considered himself a member of 1he
pool of black leaders whofcould be considered for such a bid .

Youth Unemployment
Discussed at Conference

•

sis. ''We should alert the faculty and those
responsible for Civil Rights enforcement to
Hilltop Staffwriter
straig~ten the problem of unemployment ,··
said Pollard .
Acquiring partnerships between the pubIn rclalion 10 thal Pollard said, ''Sociely
lic and private seclors for a comprehensive >
job training program and the es1ablishmen1
has nor registered sufficient disapproval of
of an institute for black employment were
thi s condilion . Information should be disrecommenda1ions made during the 12-hour
cribu1ed instructing people how 10 organize
complainrs so they can be heard . ''
National Conference on Black Youth Unemployment at Howard University's BlackDuring the conference a luncheon was
held ~ith an award presented to Rep. Aubum Center March 5 and 6 .
gustus Hawkins (D-Calif.) for his legisla''Black you1h unemploymeni is like a
cancer growing within the Black commulive efforts 10 reduce unemployment. Form- 1
er Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm also
nity .·' said the conference co-ordinator, Dr.
Cecile Edwards, dean of the School of H udelivered an address critical of the Reagan
man Ecology. '' We are working rapidly 10
Administra1ion's lack of concern for Black
'find a cure' before ii spreads any funher to
youth unemploymenl.
cause extensive damage ."
''The conservative flood has washed out
Ma~power and employment experts, legthe bridge ... and ... abandoned Blacks
islators, community, business, and governon the shores of unemployment,'' said
Chisholm. She also referred to the Reagan·
ment representatives chaired the ten ·roundAdministralion' s proposal of lowering !he
tabte mini-sessions.' each designed 10 come
minimum wage as '' the rowboat to save
up with solutions to the problem of unemBlacks'' from drowning in tha1 flood .
ploymen1 .
''Blacks must maintain a positive image
Panelisls said that it is necessary to fight
1he budge! priorilies and re-direct funds
of themselves.'' said David Jones, student
from rhe United States defense budget to job
council president of the scbool of Human
Ecology. He continued . ''One of the sidetraining programs . They also said that legislators should imptemen11he Marshall Plan.
effects of unemploymen1 is 1ha1 it causes
which invests in human capital lhrough the
people to lose 1heir self-esteem . A spiri1 of
optimism is needed 10 balance those nega- :.
privale_sector.
tive feelings . . ,
They suggested that a national clearingThe conference did no1 elaborate on re'louse establish a job bafik 10 keep Black
youth informed of employment available in
commendati o ns made Saturday. Each
their area .
spokesperson for each 'roundtable mini Mr. William Pliard of the Department of
session' was allotted JO minutes to inform
Labor said, '' I do not know whether Blacks
the media of their panels' recommendations
realize they have a problem .'· Pollard forfor solutions to the problem of Black youth
mulated strategies to alert people of 1he criunemployment .

h>:
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Bill Req.uests Removal of 'So. African Funds1
\
bv Li11da Thompson

Hilltt)p Staff\\-Titer
I

•

\\.:i1ncsscs fr\)IU a ~ozi=n affiliation's. all
dcn6Un..:ing apanheid in South Africa. convi=rg.cd in the D.C . ci t)' council chambers
la~c \Vcdncsda)' night urging the cduncil tu
approve a bill which "-'OU!d require the cil)'
1ci withdrll\I. i1s invcstn1ents of public funds
in financial insli tu11ons and companies mak ing loans 10 or doing business "-'ith the Republic of South Africa .
Rep. Jos1:ph Lov.·el')·. president of th~
Atlan11c Southern Christ ian Leadership
Conference. a v.·1tness pro divestment. said.
··oi\•esiure \l.'Ould not be just a symbolic.
bu! a concrete· blow .''
The bill \l.'ould call for the t'1t)'s retirement board to remove approximate!)' $63 .5
n1ill1on of its SJJ l .7 million in investments
from t·ornpanics like IBM. Mobil. and U.S .
Steel. explained courlcil member John Ray
(D-at large), chief sponsor of the legislatiOn .
The bill would also require the cit)' to

rcn10\'C .itx>ut $54 .2 million from checking al governn1ent and even !he District of · they like South Africa, they are in South
ac Rig~ s National and Arncrican Securil)' Columbia \l.'hether we like it or not .··
Africa because it is very, very profitable.''
He said 1hat it is about time the nation's
banks. Ray said.
A wi1ness denied that on Ikcen1ber 17 of capital. as ""·ell as the city council. take
Khumalo said that the re are blacks in.
!asc )'Car in the U11i1cd Nations 134 men1bers ' strides like this, but ''the black populace
South Afnca thal conte nd that American
corporations should stay and that they are
\"otcd for divestn1cnt legislation \o nly oni= must stand up and speak out and take the
doing a good job. ·'but why is it when
country \'O!ed in opposition 10 divestment appropriate ac1ion 10 correct immoral and
and 1ha1 was 1he United Stales) .
racial injustices that exisr anywhere in the
Democrats fight against Democrals it is
··1 knO\I.' that it will be difficult for this \l.'Orld . . ,
called democracy. and when Republicans
council to consider 1his issue.,, remarked
fight against Republicans it is called democDumisani Khumalo. an exiled South
Council Chairn1an David A. Clarke. "'but it African journali st and a member of the New
raC)'. but when blacks in South Africa differ
seems 1hc kind of issue we ough1 lo carry York-based American Committee on Afriin o pinion they say ha! ha!. look at those
t-orn·ard anywa)·. · ·
South Africans , they can't even sing the
ca. explained th_at corporations will con1end
same tune .··
Among those tcs1if)·ing last Wednesday ' that the)' are doing a good job for blacks,
night was Romeo Spaulding. president of 'iihat the~· lo\'e them .
He said that despite blacks being subthe Progressi\'C Fire Fighters Association of
Khumalo said. '' If corporations were in jected to repressive • la~s snipping them of
D.C . . v.•ho opposes American corporations
the business of liking black people they their human rights. ''blacks in spite of earndoing business in South Africa . Romeo said
ing minimum Wage, pay SI billion a day in
would start liking them right here in Wash'
ii is thCse corporations that arc the ~ of ington. D. C.'' And he also slated !hat, ··Di- taxes to the South
African government :
the pr9blen1s that c·xist in the \l,·orl.d .
vestment is not a moral question, corpora- that's \>."hat remini:is me of ihe funding of
·'One of the things that we must be
tions are not in the business of morality. oiie hundred thousand lroops in Libya,
careful!)' n1indful of is that the corporate
they are in the business of profit . Any per- that's what reminds me of whal is making
entil)' controls the post of the world: it conson going 10 business school is told about white SoUth Africans enjoy' very high stantrols the pose of the White House. the feder profit . They are in South Africa because dards of living."

GRADUATING ACCOUNTANTS
& ENGINEERS (EE/ME)
•
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. Pyramid: Promoting a
Positive Black Image
•

Distributing Company (LIDCO) and upHilltop Staffwriter
stairs there 1s a cultural center.
Prior to opening the store . the young enSpecializing in publications by and aboul
trepreneurs operated the distribuling compeoples of African descent. the Pyramid
pany in the basement of their home . The
Bookstore . at 2849 Georgia Avenue. is the
firs1 full time black bookstore to operate in company distributes various magazines 8nd
newspapers to cities around the country .
the District since 1975.
Above 1he 1hreshold leading into the cultuThe o ne year-old bookstore is \l."ellral ce nter is printed the African word
represented in the calegories of black stud''Al kebu-lan· · (whic h refers to the con·
ies, African politics and religion, black
inusic, n4tri1ion and !he care and rearing of tincnt ilself) . Directly below thi s word arc
the words ·'Know thy se lf.··
1he black c hild .
The former editor-in·chief o f The HillBesides books and magazines. 1he bookstore carries il lustrations of peoples of Afri - top, Hodari and his wife cohos! each ThurScan descent . Jazz artists and great black day morning from 7- 10 on WPFW a proleaders of yes1erda)' and today can be found gressive cultural information program entiin the album colleciion . In addition to the tled Freedom Sounds.
Hodari , a soft-spoken na1ive Californian
wide selection of books the store also offers
and Mayimura , a native Nebraskan. who
a casette duplicating service.
PyrAmid co-owners and marriage partn- • proudly exhibits her African heritage
ers, Hodari Ali and wife Mayimuna. said through her dress. are con1ented wirh 1he
that the purpose of their business is lo uplift communily suppon . Bui 1hey say Howard
the black mind and consciousness and 10 studenrs do not frequent their store .
Mpalaniski Tukufu, a Howard studenl
highlight the African personality and culand regular customer at the Pyramid feels
lure .
'' There are very few bookstores in the thal Howard studen1s are not given enough
informalion about their African heri1age .
country that pfesent positive irmge.s about
He added that the bookstore should be overblacks,'" he commented .
Gradua1es of the School of Com- flowing with eager students.
··11·s ironic that just a couple of blocks
munications. Ho,,..·ard University , the husband and wife team not only house a book· away there is a place 1hat is known as 1he
store in the yellow brick 3-story building but 'Mecca of Black Education: ' that sto re
be low 1he bookstore there is a distriburing which rep re se nis all the posirive 1hings
company entitled Liberation Information about being black is so empty." he stated.
by Joyce Harris

Doing it the ·
''United Way'' with
•
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G&G
Productions

•
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Music by: ''The East Coast
dance Connection ''

.

"

AT JCP&L ...THE FUTURE IS NOW
AND THE OPPORTUNIT1ES IMMEDIATE!

11

If your drive is toward a responsible role offering
innovat ive freedom 1n an indispensable industry.
talk to us_ At Jersey Central Power & Light Company. one of the nation·s major electric utilities
serving large areas of New Jersey. creativity is a
prized commodity. And it"s your creativity we are
now seeking to help us conquer the multiple
challenges we face both now and in the future .
Consider: increasing power demands in the home.
business and industry ; a critical energy situation
creating the urgent need for safe. less expensive
energy alternatives and new power generating
technologies. Consider: rising costs~ creating
absolute necessity for maintaining and increasing
operating efficiencies and cost reduction.

•

Clearly. we can't afford to waste anything . Especially talent and time . If you have the ability to make
solid technica l contributions and shoulder respon·
sibility. we may be·able to put you in an immediate
position ~o use all of your resources and help you reach
deeper for som~e you might not even know you have.

'

•

For more details about our competitive salaries
and excellent benefits including relocation assistance. write directly to Charles Niederer. Human
Resources . Dept. HUH: or sign up at the Placement
Office to see our Representative who will be

'

ON CAMPUS
MONDAY, MARCH 21st
'

Madison Avenue at Punch Bowl Road. Morristown. New Jersey 07960
MEMBER COMPANY OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES SYSTEM
"

'

An equal opportunity employer M F H V

•

Admi ssi o n : $3 .00
LA DIES FREE BEFO RE 11 :00 pm

mJJ'[?j~J) '
.JERSEY CENTRAL POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

1

6 79 N St N W
between 6th & 7th St
Friday, M arch 78, 7983
70:00 pm - 4:00 am

'

,\

NO SNEAKERS

-DRESS CASUAL
l

'

Under 21 yrs not admitted

--

. .

.

.
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Faculty Airs Concerns
About Asbestos

•

•

bv G Ion. Devis
Hilltop Staffwriter

-Communications students and Radio ,
TV. & Film staff members were hesitant
about occupying the ·'as bestos contaminated'' lhird floor of the C .P. Powel l
building earlier this week .
Not until yes1erday, in a school of communications faculty meeling, were staff
members given the opportunity to address
their concerns about !he asbestos siluation .
Billy Norwood , director of univers.ity safety
depanment, and represcnta.1ives from JRB
Associates, and OSHA !<Occupational
Safety and Health Administration), ""·ere
present to answer these concerns .
When asked about the presence or an)·
. asbestos, in the building Norwood replied .

'' to the best of my knowledge at this time
there is no asbes1os in this building above
the acceptable levels of the OSHA s~a n 
dards . ··
The OSHA representative slated that
their office look air samples o f 1he 1hird
floor mczz . on las! Sa1urdi}" and will know
the results Within ten days .
Safet}" offi cer. Donald Brown stated that
approximately 6,000 pounds of asbestos
was remo ved from the mezz. floor of lhe
building .
A('Cording to JRB associates, their air
san1ples indicatd that the level of asbestos
fibers (1n the 1hird floor ranged between .OJ·
'
.to .07 fibers per cubic centimeters o f air.
""'hich is almost IOOll 's less than the current
OSHA s tandard of 2 fiber s per c ub ic
•'

••
'

ATTENTION: INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
'

•j'
.
I
i
All International.Students who were registered for Fall 1982

who have not registered for Spring I 983 will be reported to
the Washington D.C. office of the Immigration Service. If.
you are in this category and you have a valid reason for not
being currently registered, please contact Mr. Bern or Mr.
Phillips in the Office of International Student Services AT
'
ONCE so that your name will not be Sent in. Any question
can !>e referred to 636-7517.

'

'
'

Junior Rodney Hale ;. •
fin•li1t in H•rvey1 Bristol Cream's
Night of Fashions comp8titlon, in
which one lucky couple wi'll be choMn to go on an "all-expen1e paid, first
dap trip to New York City to attend
the Tribute to the Black Designer '83.
The Tribute, the fifth in • Mrin held
by Harveys Bristol Cream, wiU be at
Uncoln Center, March 23. Along with
peorge Washington UnNenity stu·
dent Dawn Riley, Hale won first place
In the fashion contest hetd March 3 at
Kilimanjaro Restaurant, 1724 C.lifor"nia St., N.W. The final winners will be
notified next week.

,
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Jones and ·Clay

centimeters of air .
Asbestos, a cancer-causing fiber, only
becomes a serious health hazard when ii is
removed or damaged . According lo univer·
sity offic ials, the removal of asbestos from
the third floor mezz. was completed by last
Monday, and the removal on the basement
level has not yet been completed .
In a report issued by Dr. Sheldon Rabinowitz . of the JRB Associates, at 9:00 am last
Monday , the results of air sampling showed
no fiber contaminalion above what would
nonnally be ex:pected to be present in a
building as such, and, that the C .P. Powell
building was safe for occupancy.
· Classes were scheduled to resume their
norm al cou r se on Monday. yet s ign s
throughout the building informed students
that all Radio . T . V . & Film cl asses would
begin the next day .
Still. o n Tuesday, some classes were relocated because of the student 's concern
about their safety.
One instructor slatC'd that she was asked
point blank if the class could meet else where. ''There seen\s 10 be a lack of comn1unicatio11s of any definite infonnation
about the le"·el of asbestos and any ellisling
health hazards.·· stated the instructor. She
continued. '' until the stude nts feel safe
about the situation , I will continue to respond to their concerns .''
·'It 's a shame that we are just find ing out
about the problen1 . If it wasn't for 1he Tech
Center stafaf men1bers wearing masks. we
would have never kn0wn aboul the problem.'' state"cl con1munications student . Ed~ard Wallace .
Student , Leslie Peay. stated that she will
never feel l·omfonable again. and wishes
thal she had never known that it (asbestos)
was in the building .

CORRECTION
BOX
The Hilltop apologizes for the running of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Soro rit_l' as a
Fraternit)· in the context of the MoorlandSpingarn Research Center Article ......in last
weeks edition .
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Cotten and ·Hart
Continued from front page

s1uden1s on our proposals , so that HUSA
can enforce lhe proposal in an organized

•

way , I don' t thiruc the gao between the two
will be bridged, ·· says C lay . .
On President Cheek . Na1haniel states.
' ' I think he's been successful 10 a degree as
fat' as building up the university' s facilities .
But there again lies the need for consistent
· communication . That' s probably why I
think Cheek has been . somewhat mi sunderstood . Let 's face it, whatever happens
to the university all the blame falls on him .
That 's quite a responsibility and one can
only take but so much . I' m sure President'
Cheek feels as if his mission here at Howard is being fulfilled ... but there are other
issues that need to be addressed .
Continuing on, '' I know Pre s ident
Chee
down and across the board on an
administrative level . The rapport I have
with him at this point is very good . I' m
trying to see if given a leadership or
de c ision -making posi tion on c ampus
whether that rapport will change . Will I be
respected to the point where I can bring
about change? I don 't know . There 's been
a lot of talk of President Oleek'sinsensitivity
and that he doesn't reSpect the students
needs and demands . Well , I want to find out
if that' s true and if so, work to change that
s ituation . The previou s administration
(HUSA) real ly did get at the issues, 1he
· s were
: momentum was t h ere .a n d t h1ng
somewhat moving . But I guess you could
say there was no real direction . ·· Echoing
those sentiments, Connie feel s Newell" s administration did not reall y get on the case
until it was too late .

Continued from front page

address i ng the issues before Jani e
McKnight . I'm not saying they weren 't doing anything before chat, but it appears to
me that until then not much was happening .
I mean all of a sudden coming out against
the Solomon act . Well, I think the Solomon
act was· passed last July before we came
back . Another ellample is the deferred payment plan . It just seems to me that HUSA
waits to late to start preaching about these
issues that needed to be addressed long before no w.''
Cer1ainly. campaigning for any office ·
this day and age requires a lot of stamina an
direction. Not to mention, guts . Apath
looms everywhere and black folks aren'
voting in the numbers that we should . ·wi
the recent ellception of the Chicago mayor
ial race. this is also true of student govern
mentelectionsaswell . Facedwiththatchal
lenge, it's a wonder anyone chooses to
for anything at alt . But then again , it' s al
about change .
''You can ' t worry about those studen
who don 't vote . One tries to deal with Iha
and you still extend your hand out and say.
we still need your input.·· lfthey·re going t
vote, they will . If not, then they won't . Bu
hthacv~manpodrtwanot•kth•wn•gthisttho• df:awl wwihthowdhoact !~,".
"
.... "
...
You sec, ·,1 you have a mass of'olks
who
1
not serious about their duties. theri t
whole thing is ineffective: anyway . Tho
people are weak links , thereby weaken in
the whole chain ... because the stronger wil
help you more in the ~n g run .·· says Natha
1--"~H=i=s~a=d~m=i=•=is=tra.::::ti=o•::..cs=h=o=u=ld:...ch=•='':....:be:.::'="--"i_e_i._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _...J
1

fashion or find a meaningful alternative,''
said Cotton .
Another proposal included in the platfonn is ··essential srudies." Hart said that
he wants to establish a mandatory cou~e in
Afro-American hislory . ·· 1 think it's a
shame !hat Howard , wi1h all of ils high
standards. would allow 1he possibility of a
Black student graduating witho ut knowing
about himself,'' i!ommented Han .

r

I
,.

The pla1fonn also includes a proposal to
establish a community and univcrsi1y con> .

mittcc which would organize prograrr. ,0
and off campus . Han ellplained, ''The prog rams. should emphasize education and
cultural enlightenment .''
An o rda ined mini ster and religious
speaker for the Coalition to Save Ho ward
University, Hart said that he believes in the
·'spirit of the coalitioil . · · He also ellpressed
coneem for the ·· inadequate representation
of the student body on university committees .··
''No det:iiled -repons on committees actions are given to the HUSA office . The
organization and competency of HUSA ·s
involvement in university co~mittees is

'

close to nil . We need better efficiency in the
mechanisms we have,· · Hart commented .
Hartadded!hatheproposes toestablisha
new committee including student , faculty ,
and administration. through which ''student
perspectives can ~ better ellpressed and
quality results can be achieved ."

!

•

Tennis Team Win One In Opener
bring the championship trophy back to Howard .
'
Hilltop Staf!~iter
··it felt real good to spa.ilk them because
The Howard University tennis 1eam op- of what they did to us in the CCC. ·· claimed
ened its 1983 spring campaign with revenge freshman Kirk Baylor. Howard's number
on it s mind . The Netters began 1hc season two-seeded player .
by participating in a quadrangle meet with
The Netters weren ' t as for1unate against
George Washington. James Mad ison. and Ja1nes Madison and Maryland . Both teams
the University of Maryland . All three teams rocked Howard's world with 8- 1 tallied .
defeated the Bi son during the fall season . The only victor in both matches was sophoThe Netters also traveled 10 New Jersey n1ore Jt:ff James. who is currently unto play St . Peters and then ended their road defeated with a 5-0 record .
trip by. visiting the University ()f Penns\•lJames staled that he is ready for the 30
van1a .
game schedule . ·· My number one goal is tq
Unfortunately. two of !he three teams in have an undefeated season. '' he said .
the quadrangle meet escaped vind icati()n .
In order for James to accompl!sh his goal.
·rhe Netters· lone victory can1e aga inst he 'l l have to wi_Q at 'Clemson, which has
Gc9rge Washington by a score of 5-4. The perennially been a national power . Clemson
victdry was sweet revenge fo r the Netters is i.·urrently ranked in the top ten in the
becai.ise they were dethroned earlier thi s cou ntry .
year in the Capital Collegiate C hampionAgainst Pennsylvania. the Nettei:s played
ship by GW . It was the first time in three solid tenni s but were simply outmanned by
years that Coach Eddie Davi s wasn't able to the Ivy League power. Howard's Lange

by TonY Colema11

-

Johnson, the number one-seeded player.
. played aggressive tennis before finally succumbing to his opponent . His play was indicative of Howard 's performance .
In previous years, the Bison wo uld simply be blown out by a school such as Penn .
This year the Netters are able to compete
with to il caliber school s because o f their
overall depth .
'" This is the strongest team that Howard
University has ever had '' said junior Kevin
Broctor.
The Netters showed their strength by outc lassing St . Peters . 9-0 . Darryl Pope and
James teamed up to play their best doubles
of· the season. Pr1¥=tor and Steve Simmons
notched their first doubles victory at this
same meet'.
''Everyone is playing very well right
now, " said Proctor, the senior mCmber of
the team . Proctor has been plagued by an
arm 1n1ury since the beginning of the
season .

'
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Applications are now being accepted
•

for the 1983-84 academic year .

April 1 is the \!3adline for 1983-84
applications.

I

THE NAVY NURSE EARNS AN EXCELLENT SALARY, TOP
BENEFITS AND ONE INTANGIBLE THAT MONEY CAN'
NOT BUY-THE RESPECT OF A NAVAL OFFICER_
DISCUSS OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NAVY'S MEDICAL FIELD.
CALL

'
Maryland
800-492-0707
'

•

DC • 800-638-0730
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---~----'-·_..,I•an-A ft·icanism

Revisited- - - - -

by Linus A. Haskins

. S1>ecial to the Hilltop ,
In look ing at the ri se of Pan AJ"rican
nationalism. Vince nt Bakpetu Thompson
l·onc!udes that · African nationalism a~d re ~ 1 ~tan.:e

•

nlovcments and organizations
~ought to restore ihe"'status and freedom of
Africans in Afnca as \\'ell as those of the
diaspora 'A-'ho ha,·e constanli}' struggled ro
rise from centuries of 1he degradation and
dehun1aniza1ion \11h1ch began with the
transa1lant1l· stave trade. a 1rade based on
labor shonag(' on J.he planlations of the
Canbbcan and the AnlCricas : while HellI)'
W1ns1un ?nalyzes Pan African nationalism

1n 1em1s of class struggle and suggests that
Pan African nationalism ''is part of the international proletarian struggle against impcrialis.n1 and ha s it s ~oot s .in a class .
phcno111cno11- the oppression of African
labl.ir by i ntcrna t~nal capital isrn '' in the
fiflCf nth century .
Robert C hr1s1nan also indicates that
· · ... The \"LSion of effective uni1ed
action which charac1erizes Pan African
lnationalis1ic) thought origina1es from
the S)"Steniatic dispersal [and oppression] o f African peoples for the last 500
)'ears through sla,'el)' and (transnational
capi ta lisn1) ... It was precise))' the
lcapturcl and uprooting of millions of
:\fricans and the conditions of sla\•ery
" 'hich laid the foundation s for Pan African [nationali sm) and black nationalism
in the United S1a1es and the West Ind1es.
Walter Rodney . on the other hand. pro\ ides an historical linkage over,.iew of Pan
African Na1ionalisn1 b)' insisting that
It is in the , C,'aribbe.an !hat Pan
African [nationaliStJ seniiments " iere
born
because the Caribbean is 1he
first area of the world 10 which Africans
" 'ere taken to labor as sla\·es and then

i '
i mn1ed ~acely

lftiereaftcr t(l the rest of the
America11 . ... it is in that context that
the ,·cry necessity to define oneself as an
African. if one can1e fro1n the African
continent , arose . Pnor to that it was
historically irrele vant . . . someone in
the African continent wo uld sec himself

of· Pan Africanism in the period when it
was born [the fifteenth century I and ii
had to be born in a context where a large
number of Africans from different soc ial
backgrounds were thrown into a context
in which this necessity would arise . As a
continuing trend, Pan [African NationiJism] has validity in exploitation [Europeanism J.' ·
We now tum 10 a definition of Pan African Nationalism . Pan African Nationalism

in tcm1s of his panicular ethnic grou po<
clan or village or fami ly group ... there
" ·as no necessity for him or for her to be
defined as an African. what maltcrcd
was the locality or the panicular social r. is the nationalistic c lass strugglefresis tance
of Africans and African descendants against
format io n in which that person was loEuropean slavery, exploi tati o n, and
cated ... but having made contact with
hegemonistic expansion . The definition is
Europe and having made a panicular
based on the un W~rsally accepted cruism
type of contact based on the exploitation
that Africans and their descendants have
of black by white, it is in that situation
been oppressed. cx pl oitl! d . a nd dethai the necessity arose for black people
humanized to the greatest degree of any
to be defined as black . Though for most
of us Pan Africani sm nieans a series of
other class of people in the history of nlankind and that our Africanici1y is roo1ed in
congresses and conferences, .
we
the conflagration of our common suffcOng .
should reflect on s9me aspects of slavery
The primary goal of Pan African Nationalso that we might get a handle upon the
ism is the total liberation of all African
essence o f Pan Africanism at that point
peoples; it seeks unity , stability, a Pan Afriin time " 'hen it was. born in substance
can nationali st mental commonality ; a sense
e\·en if it " 'aS not so regarded. even if the
of self. community. African nationh!X>d.
tenninolog)' " 'as not applied to !he subself-determination . self-reliance. and comstan1..·c . Pan Africani sm is son1cthi ng we
·
mon d<<to
·n)". th• • re to
' on of Pan African
must define in struggle . What is essent"
.. ....
ial to the African sl":l've struggle is the
nat ionali st solidarit y and confralcrn ity
among all Africans and peoples of African
common experience of exploitation and
descent: political. ecnomic. and psychoomession and the unity wh ich the slaves
cultural sovereignty for all African peoples;
forged. a commonality which could on])'
a cooperati,·c. humanistic .. socialistic and
be operative " 'hen they moved against
not competit ive, economic system: and
Euiopcan exploitation and oppression : it
·
.
.
polycentris m .
was not an aca dcn11c q-ucs11on ; 11 was a
If we ut ilize a gco-political-linkage anquestion of survi\•al : do we move against
th• ho•ton°al •ontinuum of Pan Afrialy "<o•.
the slave master? do we even an1eliorate
a
"
can Nat ionali sm parallels the increasing
the conditions of slavery and 10 do so it
progressively of European slavery. exwas neccssary to breakdown 1he intradistinctions bct"·cen ope African and anploi1a1ion. and expansion . As such, we have
two periods of Pan African nationalist reother. . . that td my mind is the essence
1

0

3

"

..

sistance , viz, the fifteenth to the nineteenth
century and the 1wentieth century . Revolutionary Pan African Nationalism, therefore ,
refers to the revolutionary resistance of
African peoples and their descedants during
the oppressive days o f European slavery and
colonial expansion . This period of Pan African Nationalist resistance occurred during
the 15- 19th centuries, that is, a period
primarily exemplified by the physical use of
violence. slave revol ts. etc .
The twentieth ce ntury, however,
represents the emergence of Intellectual .
Rev olu t ionary. Scie ntific Pan African
Natio nalism . This period is primarily exe mplified by the convening of the 1900 Racial Prote st Confe rence in Lo ndon ; intellectual Qu Boisian Pan African Con·
gresses. 19 r9- l 945; revolutionary armed
struggle in Azania . Zimbabwe. Angola ,
Mozambique. Guineau Bissau. etc . in the
1970s, thcreb¥ validating Frantz Fanon 's
thesis that ''decolon,izarion is always a vio·
lent pheno menon· ·: the acceptance of the
geo-po litical pol icy o f non -a lignment
among newly independent states; the f6nnation of the Universal Negro Improvement
Assoca1ion (U NIA) by Marcus Garvey in
1914; the holding of several All African
People 's Conferences; the demand by the
non-developed countrie s for a New International Economic Order. The Negritude
moven1ent and the demand by developing
nalions for a U.IN. endorsement of a ~· new

wo rld infonnation order'' to rectify past
colonial stereotyping . bi8ses , and imbalances and Western cultural imperialism and
mo nopoly in the distribulion and gathering
of international news. Twentieth cenlury
Pan African Nationalism typifies the
sc ientific use of · violence . that is, geo- '
politicization of hie anned, revoluriOnary,
class struggle by Pan Africari nationalists;
thus validating the truism that revolution is
indeed a science .
At this j uncture . it is necessary thal we
recognize the fact that Revolutionary Pan
African natio nali st resistance is not inlrinsically different from Intellectual , Revolutionary ScientificlPan African nationalist
resistance . What is different, however , is
!he method/degree of resistance and Thi
time period in whic h the respective resislance occurred; for a while chc burning and
lootiifg and killings by Nat Turner and other
slaves and the exploits of people of the caliber o f Harriet Tubman , Sojourner Truth ,
and Frederick Douglas, were significant
and relevant for the 15th- I 9th century slave
period : those tactics are, however, inappropriate for the 20th cenrury . So here we
see that no attemp1 is made 10 compare
methods of resistance. but instead the macro
continuum of the Pan African nationaJist
struggle is emphasized in order to indicate
that our Pan African 11ationalist resisla!Jce
mus1 always be in a state o f constant metamorphosis in o rder to increase pari passu
with the ever increas ing sophisticated and
scientific modu s operandi of European exploitalion and opression .
In the 2 1st centurv , .the nationalist resistancc n1cthods of today would be obsolete
and inappropriate ; new and more scientific/
sophisti cated resistance methods would
have to be employed to parallel at that par-

.

ticular time the European exploitative and
oppressive methodology . ReVolutionary
and Intellectual Pan African Nationalism
are part and parcel of a gco-politica1, continuing nationalistic revolutionary struggle
to siymic and eventually defeat Europcanism . No single method of resistance is better
or worse than the other; or superior or inferior to the other. They arc two sides o t-the
same Pan African nationalistic resistance
COin .
One significant feature of twentieth century Pan African nationalism is the Garvey
movement or Garveyism . In his '' Back: to
Africa'' concept, Garvey taught his follow ers to be proud that they were black, to
cherish their glorious African past, and to
build for themselves their own civilization
of !he future . These Garveyian guidelines
indeed fonn the building b locks of the
'' Black is beautiful'' and ''Black Power' '
slogans and programs of the 1960s . The
cornerstone of Garvey's nationalistic program is the establishment of the Universal
Negro Improvement Association (U NIA) in
1914 for the economic independence of
African peoples; the pro~ also included
a '' Declaration of Rights
Negro Peoples of the World .'· The primary objectives
of Garveyism are (i) the creation of intemati.o nal solidarity and universal confraternity among all peoples of African descent . regardless of their disparate language, religion, societal structures , way of
life, etc .; (ii) to build pride and confidence
in blackness ; (iii) Africa for Africans, Back
to Africa ; (iv) the liberation of Africa; and
(v) the building of a central nation for African peoples. It is evident, therefore, that
Garvey wasjndeed practicing and enunciating the eridcmic ideals of Pan African
NationalislT'
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The Neocolonial War Against
Within the first six years of ··self rule··
to Ni)?er:d where he scr•es as a role model
by Henry A . Onwubiko
for th~ Nigerian population .
Just as the oil boom provided the Nige- { 1960- 1966), the incentive policies for mulA case in point is the introduction of Baby
rian ruling class, its commercial and state tinational s inhcrilcd from the colonial adMilk fonnula into Nigeria by multinational
comprador groups. supcrflous revenue from ministration remained virtually intact . In
finns . N1genan pcasan1s and worke rs were
which the workers were consoled with nick- fact the bourgeois government of Azik iwe.
les o f salary increases. and the workers in proceeded 10 strengthen further the grip of confronted with a barrage of ad\·e11 1sing ex tolling the virtues of u ~i ng Baby l-1>nnula in
tum shared thi s gaUnt income with their the neocolonial n1ultinational finns b)' prorelati ves in !he villages, the peasan!I)'. the n1ising in its first Nat ional development
place of the traditional breasl feeding .
current oil glut and fall in the price of o il has plan i •access to all the incentive policies and These advertisements en1phasized that use
once again set the country into a mad dis- facilitie s a,·ailab!e 10 the Nigerian invesof the milk fonnula s was more r11odcm and
orderl y rush : a peasant uprising in Kano , tor ,'' to the ncocolonial multinational
that upwardl y mobile women preferred
high unemployment and increases in the finns . When in 1963 Nigeria became a
Baby Fonnula over breast feeding . Sc ientifcost of baSic staple fOCNJ s such as garri and republic, the neocolonial government pro- ic evidence has now refuted these ·· virtues'·
rice . The trends of tliese activities appear on ceeded further to please its European master by demonstrating the nutit ional and prothe increase and seem to rattle at the very by making the. ·rights' oftl).e fo reign inves- tective advantages of breast feeding over
pillars of the newly constructed bourgeois lor ··fundamental'' in its new constitut!,on .
infant fonnula . :ro manipulate a peoples
democratic governffient .
This virtually scaled the economic domi.na- taste, their patterns of consumption. their
Once more , bourgeois scholars . trained tion of Nigeria by multinational firms .
righl [O live and make their own culture is
in British and American academies. are
After the tragic civil war. General Yaku- tantamount to cultural imperiali sm .
Multinational ftrms also play a substantbusy prescribing economic remedies as if by bu GO""'.On. then the Head of State issued
a magical wand they could dive rt the nation new· inducemen1s to foreign mu lt inational
ial role in perpetrating inequality among
away from its inevilable historical path . ftrm s . In his budget speech on March 3 1.
Nigerians and o ften the peasantry and work·
They have prescribed the deportation of 1975. he cut import duties and considerably ers bear the brunt of this inequality . In a
over 1.5 million Africans from Nigeria as a relaxed fore ign exchange control making it study conducted with data obtained from 60
solution to the nation 's economic woes as easier for multinationals 10 dominate the ftrms in Nigeria between 1963 and 1972 by
the sound and fury of nibalistic tactics be- Nigerian economy. and oppressed further the Indu strial Surveys Divi sion of the
com,e a less effective means of dWiding the the productive forces--(he peasantry and
Federal Office of Statistics in Lagos, multiproductiv e fo rces-the peasantry and workers, and th e Nige r ian peop le in
nationalsPaid $692 to each employee whilcworkers-who are increas ingly becoming general .
domestic enterprises paid $521 in the same
aware of their common suffering and comAccording to the Central Bank 's annual
time period : The effect of this ineq uality in
mon inte'rest as laborers .
Economic and Financial review for 1964 , pay is to lure skilled and efficient workers
B!Jt such quick and shotgun remedies are sizable inflows of foreign capital into Niger- from indigenously owned Nigerian industrgenerally based on neoclassica.I economic ia became especially prono unced in the final
ies into those of the multinational finns .
doctrines that generally do n?t take in!o years before independe nce. During this per- Workers would aaturally prefer 10 work for
account the historical and concrete realities iod there was fierce competition between the multinational ftrms where they make
ex.isling in differe nt nations .
. American and British capital for the lucra- more money for their labor . This leads to a
A look at the past will demysify the tive Nigerian market . American multi- decline in the number of indigenously own·
present and show ho w the pblicies of the nationals gained considerably over their ed industries and undermines the govBritish colo nial administration prior to British courlterpans for the control of the ernment's so-well advertised program of
Nigeria 's inde
e aped Nigeria for Nigerian market . Data from the Industrial
Nigerianization .
invasio n by
ul!ina1ion -corporat ions Surveys Division of the Federal Office of
Inequality is also perpetrated by multi·
which reduce her to a eocolony by Statistics in Lagos reveal that from 1962 to natio nal ftrms because these fmns aid in
•
dorniJ?.ating her economy and culture .
1973 , the total foreign investment by Brit- construcling and nurturing the state and
Considerable evidence now exists to ain declined from 61 percent to 49 percent, \ commercial comprador c lass . This comshow. that prior to gian1ing independence to
loosing most of this share to the United prador c lass or distributive contractors
Nigeria in 1960. Brita.in proceeded to crush States whose share increased from 9 percent organize both the access 10 end the trade of
out of existence all indigenqusly owned and
multinational corporations in the domestic
to 20 percenl in the same time period .
operated production and to secure Nigeria's
In real dollars , the U .S . increased its in- market . More importantly this comprador
wealth and market not for the Nigerian peovestment from S54 million in 1962 to $469 c lass serves as message bearers, lobbyists
ple . but for incoming-multinational coopmillion in 1973 . tr these data arc ex- between !he multinatio nal firms and the
erations . Prior lo independence, the colontrapolated to 1983 the figure s must be at enocolonial government .
ial adminisuation imposed heavy· uading least doubled . The conclusion is obvious:
The incompetency and inefficiency of
licenses and sningent marketing regulations
Nigeria, once a British colony prior to 1960. this comprador class was amply demonand by sending punitive c"xpeditions against was becoming increasingly neocolonized suated in 1975 when the public sector of
resisting Nigerians, the colonial governby American-owned multinational capital . Nigeria was cajoled to order over 20 million
ment eliminated indigenous competitors
Political domination by Britain had mad metric to ns of cement. which was more than
and opened the way for an '' unimpeded
way for U .S . Economic and cultural domi- ten times the volume of annual cement im·
take-over'' of the economy by multinational
nation . At this point the consequence of port considered nece ssary in Nigeria 's
neocolonialism, or economic domination of Third Development Plan . In less than a
ftrms .
To ensure virtual economic domination
Nigeria: her village peasants and city work- year, nearly 400 ships carrying cement con·
•
of Nigeria. tax relief ordinances were
ers by British and American capital demand jested the d~ks in Lagos with the cement
passed in the 1950's guaranteeing exexploration . Considerable infonnation sub- deteriorating after a 150-day delay costing
emptions from company taxes for multistantiated by primary data exists to this end . · the government nearly ~ne billion dollars .
national f1JTTis . Limited tariff protection for
Studies conducted by Coleman. and also by Multinational fmns perpetrate the growth of
fo reign investments was promised and
Bicrsteker are among the most objec1ive . this wasteful and privilaged comprador
sweeping national policy statements we!They show that multinational corporations c lass, by guaranteeing them a higher stan.
'
corned suth investments.. ~and denounced
encourage inappropriate patterns of con- dard of living than the masses of Nigerian
nationalization . Furthcnnore , the fi:cedom
sumption because they concentrate on con· peasants and workers . The res ult is the
to' repatriate profits , dividends, and caJ>ital tinuous product and technological innova- greater stratification of Nigerian society and
was assured to multinational corporatioiis in
tion oriented 1oward elile markets in .the greater inequality .
the 1957 constitutional conference. All
industrial countries . In Nigeria, advertis.ing
Thus mullinational corporations, in
these provisions which fastened the multiand marketing techniques arc used to in- Nigeri~ . by altering the patterns of confluence consumption patterns of Nigerians, sumption perpetrate cultural domination by_
nationals' tentacles, on the peasantry and
the Nigerian pctit bourgeoisie educated in paying higher wages to their employees preworkers of Nigeria were maintained in the
American Universities is 'groomed with new vent the growth ,of indegii;ious industries
1960 co nstitution adopted at '' lnconsump1ion patterns which be lakes back: which lose their best '1/orlters to higher paydependencc;,I'.

Nig~rian

ing nlultinational finns. and by perpetrating
the growth of the comprado r ciass. contributes significantly to class stratification and
inequality in Nigeria .
Bui some §cholars may argue that multi national s ha\•e brought to Nigeria new skill s
and technology that even1ually enhanced
Nigeria 's indusnia! development . But thi s
,JX'Sition is incorrect . In 1971 the Nigerian
council for Science and Technology conducted a survey of all manufacturing establishments in Nigeria to obtain data about •
the nature and amo unt of research and development activity in Nigeria . The survey
results indicated that only 13 percent o f the
309 responding finns reported any fonn o f
annual expendilure on research and de·
velopment in lNigeria. This proves that most
of the rc se~ h and development of multinationals is conducted in their ho_me countries primarily lo protect their technological
ski lls from Nigerians. because it is to their
advantage to keep ~igeria unde rde~eloped,
and to keep her population pf peasants and
workers as depe ndent consumers . Thus
multinational corporatio ns do not educate
Nigerians w ith new skills and technology as
is mistakenly be\icvcd·.
Hav ing historically show n thal Multinational corporations have bred economic
domination , cultural domination and underdevelopment. what aJtematives -are left
for Nigeria in her forward marc h to real
development and full Indu strialization?
Once more H istory is a better guide . Between 1%7 and 1970 remarkable events
occurred in Nigeria, or rather the Eastern
Regional then known as Biafra . That area
,was virtually cut off fro m the intema1ional
economy and multinational finns were
effectively excluded as a result of the effec·
tive federal governments blockade of the
region . Indigenous enterpreneurs expanded
undisturbed by foreign investors. New techno log_ies were developed . A/t e~ ten sive
weapo~s manufacturing industry aJso was
developed . A European reporter d~ng the
war, Zdenek Cervenka commented that
''Locally made annored vehicles were constructed a long with · a J ariety o f guns,
ammunition , land mines. roclC:ets, grenades, stand cannon, and even aerial
bombs . '' And who could forget that famou s
land mine created by Biafran Scientists, the
Ogbunigwe or mass destroyer, which anOlher European reporter Frederick Forsyth
confumed that ''one exploding. the ogbunigwe sweeps clear a ninety-degree acre in
from of it, with a max.)mum killing range of
over 200 yards. Such a device let off at short
range will normally destroy a company and
stop an auack in its tracks .'' Such was the
observation of the European reporter.
Other remarkable strides were made 1n
the field of food production . Biafran Scien·
tists developed the mechanization of processi ng Garri . New technologies in
fermentation were discovered and indeginous gin (Biafra Gin) and brandy re·
placed European whiskey . Jequer, another
European journalist reported the es1ablishm~nt of salt-making plants al Uzaicoli .
These developments in Nigerian history
categorically showed that only when multinationaJ fums and corporations have been
excluded in Nigeria, has Nigeria been able

Peasants

to attain development and indigenous industrialization . These results show that
multinatio nai,corporations do not contribute
to development , but retard it and full development of Nigeria can occur only in the
absence of multinational economic domination, of Nigeria 's productive forces. The resuits of this analysis also clearly refute those
racist bourgeoi s scholars who claim that the
Nigerian- the Africjn- needs European
gu idance for development . Nigerians have
sho wn in their history that when left alone
and unoppressed• by neocolonial multi national finan ce c apital . and under a
planned and ralionally directed' economy
they can produce goods, weaJX)nS and new .
technologies that rival those of Europe in
quality .
To sum up . ii is necessary to draw theinescapable conclusion that a secret war has
been ragi ng between the Nigerian peasan1ry
and workers , the Nigerian people and the
multinational corporations, the forces of

neocolonislism . This war has taken its toll
on the peasantry . the villagers and workers,
and the people have resisted fiercely.
although disorderly wth their culture. Many
Nigerians have perished in the shanty ,
townships or trading centers in one-room '
bungalows . The: human cost of this war can
be seen in the high mortality rate among the
peasantry and workers . The comprador
c lass and its petit bourgeois intclligentia remain shielded by privileges made available
by the multinational ftrms, and the pctro
dollars from the oil wells of portharcourt.
But the current world recession and fall in
the demand for oil has once more proven the
vulnerability of·this class . And the increasing socialization in the urban centers of the
productive forces. have tended to wane out
tribalism, and e thnic differences among
workers. while their common suffering of
insecurity, unemployment, and in?reasing
cost of Jiving continue.to mold them togelb·
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conunon for college trustees to hand-pick a
presidenl wi th barely a nod IOY.1 ard facuil)'
members or anyone else who mighl have
been in1Cresied in the proce ss .
Since then, ho wever , ''aff1nna1 ive ac tion· ' and ·'shared governance·' have _made
the 1ask o f choosing a presiden1 much more
open and t.·omplex . Many searches no w take
lhe better part of a year. according to a

Western Washinglon 's new presidenl is
G . Robert Ross. fonner\y a senior consullant for the American Associa1ion of Stale
Colleges and Universilies and , before that,
chancellor al the University of Arkansas .at
Little Rock. He succeeded Paul J. Olscamp ,
who had been a professor of philosophy and
v ice -chance llor for s1ude n1 prog rams at
Sy ra c u se U n i ve rs it y be fore h e wa s
appointed preside n1 .

•

-

recent s1udy , andJt' s not unusual for one to

anracl as many as 200 applicants . In addi r
lion . presidential searches 1ypicatly ha ve
come to involve many faculry me mbers.
students . and others connec1ed wilh the college, as well as trustres . There is, in short , a
lot of painStaking work by many people .

' Ideal ' C andidate May Not E xist

As a search commin ee fonnu lates ils list
of desired characteris1ics. it sho uld guard
againsl looking for a nonex is1e nl '' ideal''
president , the experts say.
Laure nce Barrell . a former provost of
Kalamazoo Col lege. gi,·es an example from
Relying on Comultants
a recenl presidential search then:..that led lo
W i1h so muc h at slake , what is the best the appointnKnl of David W . Breneman , a
wa y 10 insure thal the res ulls are worthsenior fellow al the Brookings lnstitulion.
while ? One good answer , according to a
Based in part o n sugges1ions offered at
198 1 re port commissioned by the AssoCia- open mee1 ings on the campus, Kalamazoo's
1ion of Governing Boards tof Univers ities
search comminee developed a ·'presidential
profi\e ''--but ii was not very helpful . says
and CoJJbgcs and the Associ a1ion of Amefican Colleges, is· to rely on outside cOnsulMr. Barrett . who served as a consultant . It
tanls for advice and legwork.
was fu ll of rheloric. o utlining many im' ·· Too man)' trustees and fac u\1y members
pressive qualities that a preside nt should
have the mistaken nolion thal they would be
have but witho ul ranking their importance .
surrendering the ir responsibility·· if they re- he says, adding tl}at probably no o ne perso n
lained a L'onrul1an1. said the 'report , pre- could have satisfied all the cri1eria .
•
pared by Richard 0 . We ig le , president
If he had ii to do over again . he says . he
emeritu s of Str John 's Col lege in Maryland .
mi ght pre pare sketches o f hypo the lil·al
Whether
not a consultanl is invol ved.
candida1es and ask particir:ants in the r11ce1those who have stud ied the seleclio n pro- .ings to rate them.
cess offer many recommendations for imMr . Stead· advises search commiltecs to
pro,·inf:!. ii . The first s1ep . they say . is to be fl exible in evaJuating candidates ' qualilailor 1he search to. the ins1itu1ion .
fi ca1ions. A committee that won't co nsider
For example . Jo hn W . Nason, a consul- ~yooe who hasn 't been a col lege vicctan 1 10 the Assoc ia1io n of Gove rnin g presidenl , for example. might un nccc s~arily
Boards. notes in a report that ' ' the large state di squalify highly compete nt candidates.
university surrounded ·by .d iverse pol itical
partic ularly wo me n and n1 inorit y-group
pressures will need to proceed more cau- membei;s. he says.
tiously and c ircum spectly · 1han a small
But once the committee has detennined
c hu rch - relat~d col lege whe re choice is ,lim- the kind o f president it is looking for , seleci1ed to a member 9f the religious denomina- tion e xperls recomme nd a n agg ressive
tio n or order. · ·
approach. The panel should not wail for
RonaJd S . Stead ;executive director o.f the applican1s to answer advertisements, they
non profit Preside ntial Search Consultation say. but sho uld actively seek nominalions
Service . says thal whe n his organization is and woo rel uctant candidates .
hired to he lp find a college president , ii
Whe n a search commillee at Mira Costa
begins by spending several days interview- College was looking for presidential candi ing peo ple o n the cmapus and uy ing to get a dates las1 spring. it got aboul 15 nominasense of the type of -perso n who would be tions by asking faculty-senale prcside n1s
righl for the job al 1ha1 point in the in- and community-college official s in Califors1itution 's hislo ry .
I
nia to reconunend people fro m their inA college that has become· self-satisfied slitutio ns whom they would hale 10 lose .
.
may need a ''mover and a shaker. " he says .
Anot her freque nl su gge slion is 1h a1
.
while one that has e xperienced a period of search-conuruttec members ask colleagues
turmoil may need a '.' heaJer. ··
lo suggest fe ma le and minori ly-gro up
At We stern W astl in g1o n Uf\ i v~ r s i 1 y , candidates . The names of such people also
which named a president in December for are prov ided by organiza1ions, such as the
the frrst time in eight years . the search com- United Negro College Fund and the Amerminee concluded after consulling with peo- ican Council on Educat ion 's O ffice of
ple on the campus lhat it need ·· a very dif- Women in Higher Education.
ferenl kind '' o f chief execul ive from the Jas1
ooe. says Peter J. Elic h, chairman of the
Advice on Interviewing
psychology de partment and vice-chairman
of the committee .
When search commiltees begin to evaJThe panel got lhe d istinc1 message that uate finalists , they should cont inue to be
the new president should be a '' lopnotch aggressive, the experts say. Mr . Nason.
adminislrator'' who could help the univer·
y."hose report fo llowed a survey o f 326'Colsity weather lough economic times. Mr . leges and univers ilies Iha! appointed new
Elich adds . Eighl years ago, in contrast , presidents seVeraJ years ago, also recomfaculty members and others emphasized mends that the commi11ees gel professional
·· academic leaders hip'' and ''internaJ in- advice o n interviewing .
spiration ." he says .
'' Some candidates may tum on the charm
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Until recent years . black voter pai_:ricipated in C hicago was exceplionally l~w .
Out of 950,000 eligible black voters. ft ss
'
than 400 ,000 were regis1ered as !ale as three
years ago . Of the se regi stered voters,
participation rates of only 22 to 35 percen1
were cuslomary . Other than Allan Streeter
(17th Ward) and Danny Davis (29th Ward ).
the majority of black aldermen repeatedly
vote in favor of the machine against the
black community ' s economic and political
interests . Latino electoral politics are even
more tightly controlled than those of blacks .
Two of the cily' s major Latino officeholders , State Representalive Joseph Barrios
and Alderman Joseph Martinez, are the
''clien1s '' of Democratic machine boss
Thomas Keane .

perintenden1 's pos1. B yrn e e ffe c1 ively
alienated black middle class constituents by
failing !O advance black professionals into
middle level bureaucratic posts. and by
allotting a minuscule number of the c ity's
lucrative contracls lo black entrepre neurs.

ln

'

and dazzle the committee with a brilliant but
misleading perfonnance ." he wri1es i while
others '' will be relicent . either by temperamenl or because they prefer 10 conceal some
pan of their pas! . It takes a skilled intenugator to draf them ou1 . ··
The Kalamazoo committee followed tbal
advice and consulted a corporate personnel
special isl . As a resul1 , ii ado pted an inte rv iewin g 1echnique that re lie s on the
philosophy that past experience is the best
indicator o f future perfonnance .
Rather than ask candidales how they
would reacl to a hypotheticaJ situa1io n. the
comminee asked them 10 describe an unpopular decision they had implemented o r
changes recently, along with how they had
handled any negative reaclion.
'' I think these questions cause people to
be very candid .·· says one committee member. Eleanor H . Pinkham , the college librarian. '' When one is in1erviewing , one does
not generally describe a bad decision one
has made . ··
The search committee at Mira Costa-co m p ri si n g fac u l t y members , adm ini strat o r s. and o ther employee s undertook an ambi1ious self-education program in preparation for evaJualing 20 semifinaJi sts.
Julie Swan Ha1o ff , an in structor of
humanities and English and Chairman of the
committee , says the co mminee members

wan led to avoid being swayed by candidates
who spouted impressive-sounding bul unoriginal lheories . So lhey read highereducatioo journals, books on academic administration , and even a chapter on leader·
.ship from Alvin Toffler's The Third Wave.
Before narrowing the field , they asked the
semifmalists to write about such things as
ho w they had handled budget problems and
the ir skills in motivating people .
Ms. Hatoff says the short essays were
''incredibly revealing ,·· allowing co mrnitt("(' members 10 evalpate a candidate' s
ability to synthesize ideas and lo demonstrate skills beyond the art of smooth in1ervie wing .
Las! summer the co llege selected H . Deo n Ho lt , who had been !he founding president of two colleges in the Dallas County
Community College district, 10 be its presidenl . He says he believes he was chosen
because he shared the search committee' s
co mm i lment to col legiality in the ~
co mmunity-college environment .
·'One of my vaJues is to make sure everybody is heard and aJI points arc considered ," he says .

Checking Backgrounds
Once fmaJists have been chosen. a search
comminee must decide how to check their
bac kgrounds. Consultants say that refer-

cnces from candidates may have limited
value, and they reconunend seeking comments from others who know them .
Another tactic is to visit a candidate 's
home campus . But ., in a more typic al
approach , the Western Washington committee investigated its finalists by telephone . Facutty members called others in
their disciplines, students called students .
and trustees called business people and
community leaders. The feedback was important, Mr. Elich says , because the search
conunittee wanted someone who could be a
good '' salesman .··
·· we got some rich information that
changed our perceptions of caodidales , ' ' he
I,
says.
Mr. Elich adds that the appointee , Mr.
Ross, ''looked good on paper, but when we
talked to faculty and to people in the community , he looked very good . It really enhanced his position . "

hundreds of illegal house-lo-house searches
within !he black community , physically and
vert>ally abusing residents , and randomly
destroying blacks' persona] property . On
February 25 . a 45· year-old black paraplegic , Frederick Kemp, Sr., was shol in the
chest by a white policeman under at bes!
questionable circumstances . Despite innumerable citizen prolests , Byrne consistently praised the brutal actions of the
police force . The ·'favor'' was returned this
year when police chief Brzeczek did an unprecedented conunercial endorsing Byrne' s
reelection bid .

would simply split the anti-Byrne vote .
When it became apparent that unprecedented numbers of black voters would tum
out , and that the Congressman was running
a close second to Byrne in public opinion
polls, the incumbent desperately altered her
tactics. Byrne elevated a black attorney,
Earl L. Neal , to the board of the Chicago
Housing Authority . On December 23, the
mayor ordered city work crews to take down
iron gales which segregated a white enclave , Canaryville, from the mostly black
Fuller Park in the crucial I Ith Ward. Byrne
boldly visited several black churches on the
South Side, declaring that she had not
''writte.n off the black community . ' '
primary election day, February 22, it was clear
that Byrne' s stralegy bad failed, despite the
efforts of black machine political operatives
and poll watchers who tried to intimidate
Black and Latino voters . Washington received about 420,000 votes or about 36.5
percent of the mayoral vote (compared to
Byrne' s 33 .8 percent and Daley's 29.9 percent) out of about 1.25 million tocal votes
cast . '' By this vote,' ' Washington declared
in his dawn victory speech, '' the Democratic Party has been returned to the people .
We shall have an open and fair government
in which all people of all colors, races and
creed~ are tr?ted fairly, equally and equitably .' ' The most powerful and probably the
most corrupt political machine in modem
American history had been defeated .

By 1981 , two political factors had been
clearly established: that without critical
black support, Byrne was vulnerable, and
that the son of Chicago' s former political
boss, State' s Attorney Richard M. Daley,
would run against her . A series of surprising
events , however, catapulted Washington
into the mayoral race. Washington had
served as state representative from 1965 to
t 971, and as state senator from 1977 to
1981 , ·representing the South Side's 26th
'
District
. Washington's ·repulation as an
antimachine maverick began in 1972 when
he led a walkout when then-Vice President
Spiro T . Agnew addressed the Illinois State
Legislature . In November, 1980, Washington defeated a powerful black machine
candidate, Benncn M . Stewart, in the fnt
Congressional district on Chicago's South
Side . Massive voter registration campaigns
increased the total number of Chicago· s
Dr. Manning Marabk is Director of tM
black voters from 400,000 to almost Race RelaJions Institute, Fisk Uniwrsity ,
600,000 in two years .
Nashville , Tennessee. ''From The GrassConventional political wisdom fll"St had it roots'' appears in owr 140 newspapers in
that Washington was a ''spoiler'' who the U.S. and the United Kingdom.

territory and ~wing the players, establishing clear directions for the new administration and asserting with fumness presidential·
leadership, •• he says .

'Rcass:
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•+eot' Phase

But then comes the ''reassessment''
phase, when presidents ask themselves if
the job is really right for them. It is distinct
from a later phase in which presidcnu ask
themselves if their presideocy is worth continuing, Mr. Sharp says . He adds tbat ·the
number of dropouts during rcasessment is
surprisingly high.
' 'It's a' shift in concern from what to do
and how to do it to basic leadership questions, and it involves a great deal of intemal
discipline and reassessment ," he says .
''This phase ·often lasts a considerable tiJne .••
Presidents also can anticipate having intermittent periods of restlessness, when the
luster and excitement of celebrity wear thin
and the frustration of having much
responsibility but ;limited power begin to
show, Mr. Sh;.up maintains.
lbere is an ' ~intellectual aod spiritual exhauS:tion tha,t comeS with the expenditure of
one's life energies, ' ' be says, and the question then is one of renewal .
'' Renewal keeps the eoe1gy levels high,
the presidential spirits intact, and the intellectual life alive," Mr. Sharp says, ~t
some' presidents never rocogn:iz.c their own
•
need for it and others don't take it seriously.
''lbe customary response of presidents is
sun and sand-'R and R'~t that is oot
enou~. '' says Mr. Sharp, president emeritus of the University of Oklahoma since he
coded a seven-year term there in 1978.
Techniques for achieving renewal include fmding ' ' stimulating and new experiences, · · he says . For college presidents ,
Continued on page 7

•

Campus Vilita
Finally , say the experts, a search committee should provide serious candidates
with extensive information about the institution and arrange for them to meet campus constituencies. Mr. Nason writes in his
report that • common complaint of presidents he surveyed was a '' lack of expos~
to the people ~problems of the instituion
before they had to make a decision about the
.ob ••
I

J .

David Ricsman, professor emeritus of
social sciences at Harvard University and a
consultant to the Association of Governing
Boards for a project on presidential kadership, tells of a ·candidate for president of a
university who withdrew because the search
committee refused to let him and bis wife
•
visi1 the campus.

Cominwd on page 7
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How Washington Won

Under both Bilandic and Byrne, the
general economic condilions for C hicago's
black working class and poor reached crisis
levels. According to !he·Mayor's Office of
Employment and Train!ng, by 1980 over
350 .000 children and 300,000 adulls were
public aid recipients . Over 100,000 Chicagoans were offic ially listed as unemployed .
Another 510,000 nonwhiles wt re described
by the Chicago Reporter, as being ''permanently trapped in poverty ." Byrne 's response to the flight of manufacturing fmns
from the city was to embrace Reaganomics .
In late 1982 she bragged to reponers , '' How
do you lure business? .. . I would like it to
clearly show that we are lowering tax.es . We
Even when blacks have exercised the bal- just reduced the tax for next year by 22
lot to anack the machine, their effons have million, and the head tax by eight million . ··
been betrayed. In the 1979 primary , 63 perStill another omnipresent factor in C hicacent of the black vote went to underdog Jane go politics is the repressive and •• intervenByrne, a protcge of former mayor Richard tionist' ' character of the police force . Early
Daley, in her successful effort to unseat the in her term of officb, Byrne infuriated
regular Democratic mayoral candidate, bl~ks by s~pping_ovef Sam Nolan , a black
'Michael A . Bilan;dic . Byrne immediately assistant police chief, favor of naming a
repaid her black: supporters by .supporting a white reactionary', Richard J. Bri.eczek , as
Republican-sponsored bill which increased police chief. Throughou1 1981 and 1982 a
mass transit fares . She refused to negotiate series of blatant police attacks escalated
with striking city transit workers' unions, across the black community . Perhaps the
both directed by blacks;· in 1979 she by- worst instances of police brutality occurred
passed a black deputy superintendent of in the aftermath of the February 9 , 1982
public schools, Or . ManfTCd )Jyrd , and shooting of tWo white patrolmen by lwo
appointed his white subordinate to the s,~~ blacks . For several weeks, the police made

•
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A college president' s ability to identify
and ooderstand the ''phases'' of his or her
term in office can lead to greater job satisfaction and success, says Paul F. Sharp,
- who has headed four academic institutions .
Just as there are predic.table ''passages ' '
in adult life, he says . there are c;ertain
identifiable periods wonh noting in a college presidency . They are only vaguely defined and come at different times at different
places, but they do exist-in spite of all the
differences between individualS and between institutions.
•
'·As much as anything, they reflect the
types of institutions at which presidents
serve, and they reveal how successfully presidents cope with the ' downside' aspects of
a career." Mr. Sharp says .
The frrst phase occurs before the presidency even begins, he says . ''It's the presidential search-and even though it is
when we ale least experienced in what is
going to happen to us, it' s an important
phase; f1tS1 impressions are made, and relationships with campus constituencies are initiated. ··
Mr. Sharp. who discussed his ideas at the
annual meeting of the Association of American Colleges', calls the s,;cond phase
' 'shooting the presidential rapids , '' and he
says he' s observed it ·• in almost every presidency I have watched ."
It occurs within the frrst 18 months, he
says.
·'It ~ to coincide to some degree with
the presidential honeymoon , but the honeymoon period has become so brief that I no
longer see it as a phase but simply an overnight experience .· ·
According to Mr. Sharp. who taught at
many presidential workshops sponsored by
the American Council on Education , the
second phase is exciting and its ingredients
are well known . They are ' 'learning the

'Sonya D. Thompson

-

Harold Washington 's '' upset '' victory in
last month 's C hicago Democratic mayoral
primary represents something quaJitatively
different in nalional black politics.

'
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Howard University, 2217 4th St. N.W., Wasbingioo QC_200S9:
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(202) 636-Wi6
· The Hilltop eocounges its readers to respond by submitting ''Leaeis to the

&iitor.••
In Order for us to wort U101C effectively for you IDd to cover wore issues i 00(* •ing
How aid Univenity and its ' community, we have to beai- &om you.

Leuen \0 Ille Editor.,. due cvay Monday at $:00 p.m. They should be typed and
doubic·spKO<i .
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The Solomon Amendment and financial aid cuts were the
major concerns of students who attended the National Student
Action and Lobby Day rally. Students testified before the
National Commission on Student Financial Assistance and
expressed their dismay with the amendment and aid cuts. But
no substantive solutions to remedy these problems came out of
the rally.
•
· · 'in the past, similar rallies, conventions, conferences and
seininars have been held in Washington, D.C. with student
attendants. Students get e~cited and then go back to their
'
respective campuses without a plan of action and a clear
understanding of what they can do as individuals to help
re-direct t(Je policies they are opposed to.
Most get caught up in the stargazement of Congress and the
fanfare of lobbying for a d!i);'., and it isn't until students return
'to their respective campuses, they realize they do not know
' the next step is.
what
Throughout the day speeches were delivered, chants were
chanted, And people cheered to issues everyone agreed with.
However, no long-tenn solutions were made known, written
and disseminated. This type of activity has and continues to be
the shortcoming of the extent to which students can bring
about change.
The first thing Sen. Gary Hart (D-Colo) said when he ad-

Chanting

an~

'

Cheering But-·No Pla11

dressed the rally was, "The real work begins after today." The
work he was talkin~ about was voter registration, participation
and communication.
Lawmakers are turning our schools into police forces with
the Solomon Amendment. Our schools are being forced to be
just as biased as men with shields pinned to their chests and
foreheads, because they too will pounce on those most
vulnerable-the poor and needy, not the rich and greedy.
The Solomon Amendment is unconstitutional. It violates
the due process clause of the fifth amendment of the Constitution because it assumes guilt until innocence is proven. It also
requires young men to be self-incriminating. In short this is
out-right madness. It is wrong and everyone knows it.
Lawmakers argue that young men who do not respect the
law and register, should not be able to receive financial benefits. But they themselves show no respect for the law by violating the constitution which is suppose to be the law of the land, ·
Or are they above all that?
This political system seems to be an illusion intended to
distort our vision while men in secret change and amend the
rules to do what ever they so desire. And when they come out of
hiding they tell us what they have decided. And this is what
young men are being asked to protect, fight for, and uphold.
Men and women have lived and died trying to change the
contradictions our society creates. And, actions such as the
Soloman Amendment tell us more of the same is yet to come.
Often it is difficult for students to sit in classes knowing that
what is being taught bares little or no relevance to reality. We

have something all together different to deal with when classes
.•
are dismissed. The cancer continues to grow while we learn the
way things are suppose to be.
With drastic cuts and difficulties 8SS?Ciated with obtaining
financial assistance, what type of future do lawmakers foresee.
Lerone Bennett Jr. told us at the Charter Day Convocation
that, "Education is power." Are lawmakers attempting to
•
create a powerless society by making education a less attractive
choice for young people to make in the future? Or, are we going
back to the age when only the elite can look forward to an
education.
Numerous reports show that college and university enrollment throughout the nation is dropping as a result of fewer
individuals feeling confident that they can finance their education.
High school seniors have less and less to look forward to each
year as they see their brothers and sisters coming back home
from college, their parents losing their jobs, and the government turning its back on them. On top of all this confusion,
there are no jobs for graduates to fill when they leave high
school with a diploma.
This amendment will help create extremely bitter youths.
And they will not be responsible for what they may have to do
to survive. As their numbers swell, they will begin to push
against the fibers of society until they are let in by whatever
means necessary .
It is dark. Vision is impaired. And many may stumble and
fall. But the truth stamped to the ground will rise again.
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by Sekou "
Hilltop Staffwriter

The Canbbean nation of Grenada ta pre-

•

•

paring for the fourth anniversary of 11s
March 13 Revolution w11h a much more
senous lone thi s year
A ccording 10 M1n1 er o f National
Mob1l1sallon , Selwyn Slf· an , the theme
for this year's Festival of he Revolution 1s
'' Pol1t1cal Education for eoplc 's Power.
Production and Defense .·'
Strachan said the act1v111es will focu s on
the theme which will assist 1n fulfilling the
obJCCllves of 1983 as the year o f ' ' pol111cal
educa11on . ·· Grenada ' s Prime M1nlster
Maunce Bishop summed up the prelude to
the theme ofth1s year' s fe s11val earlier 1n his
New Year's address when he saiQ that \earning and s1udying mus1 be dev~1oped 1n10
permanent hab11s o f a conscious people
According to Bishop , pol1t1cal educallon
will ass1s1 the people 1~ linking 1pe dynam1cs of econom1cs and pol1t1cs and give
them a mental grasp of the narure of the
present mtemat1onal econo mic crisis
Since lhe Revolution of March 13. 1979 ,
Grenada has been exper1enc1ng a pronounced rate of national development In
add1t1on to having one of the loWest 1nflabon rate 1n the Canbbeafl. unemployment
also dropped from 49 percenl 1n 1979 to 14
percenl presently , said M1n1ster of Finance
Bernard Coard .
The Grenada ' s Revoluuon has also seen a
decrease in food tmpon from 40 percen1 1n
1979 to the present figure of 28 percent As
Bishop noled 1n hjs address to the nation ,
national producuon of food crops for export
and internal consumption was expanded in
1982, resulllng 1n a 58 percenl increased
sales by Grenada Fann Corporation
Despite Grenada's economic growth rate
by some three percent in a region where
countries are going bankrupt or expenencing crippling financial d1fficul11es . Coard
said in a Government press release early this
~
year that Grenadians must continue to t1gh1en the!f belts The flfSI seven years of the
1

- --

Dear Su or Madam:

'''

sea.
A notable infrastructural project being
tmplemented presently is the 1nsta1!1ng of
telephooc equipment which would double
the existmg 6,300 Imes exchange capac ity

the f\1 ! Hart111.1n L1ve!<>!OC k to suppl}' farm er~ w ith g:cr1et1call) pure livestock to 1ncreas1: ancl 1:nhance l('l(·a!ly prlxluced meat.
and an E111uls1un Plant \.\'Ith a produc11ve
capa..: 1t)' vf 7 .fMJO tiarrels t1f bitumen per
hou r· lllJl lJnly \>o'1ll Grenada sa\•e on fo rei gn
ex~·ha n i:e y..·1th the cn1uls1on plant but wt!!

Grenada

of 1he Grenada Telephone Company
(GTCJ .
According to George Lashley , a GTC
eng• 11eer, approximately 1,285 people are
waiting for connection 1hroughout Grenada
and the S1s1er Island of Curacao Lashley
said the pro1ect which is being assisted by
engineers from the German Democratic
Republic will be comple1ed 1n two and a half

ye=
Another maJOr 1nfrastruc1ural service . the
nationalized Grenada Electnc 1ty Company
L1m11ed (GRENLEC). will be able to service more villages 1hroughou1 the country
with the 1nstallat1on of lwo new generators

ers•••

I wish to compliment you and Miss Isabel
Wilkerson on the publica(JOD of her ·art1cle
(Ille Flap at Howard: Never Let The facts
Get in Your Way) last Sunday . February 20.
1be article clarified some of the facts involved in the· controversy swrouoding the
Hilltop newspaper at Howard Uruvers1ty
As a J0umal1st and a member of the Faculty in the School of Communications, I
must rcmiod all those persons cooccmcd
about libel and ' ' Freedom of Information' '
issues related IO the HilllOp matter that ~s .
Janice McKnighl, lhe editor, (or was), 1s a
student m training . The Editor may have
made m1stakes in her capacity as campus
newspaper editor, but the Uruvers11y •adnunistra(Jon appears to have compouDdcd
the mistakes with repressive measures nol
designed to improve Journalism E.duca(Jon
at the Uoiversil)' .
Since current FOi (Freedom of Information) publicatlons mdicate thal scores of s1Udentjoumal1sts are mvolved in similar problems on other campuses. I am d ismayed by
the media coverage of this fundamental
issue of Journalism Training at Howard
University. Students and faculty have been
critical (before TV cameras and reporters)
of Dr. James E. Cheek, Howard.President,
for taking action against Ms. McKnight,
apparently without ''due process'' or a

•

Revolutio n were years for laying the foun da11on and no one ,can really expect the fru11 s
to come forth un11\ the ' 86 to '90 penod , he
added
The fi na nce m1n1 s1e r po 1n1ed at the
growth 1n ho usi ng con s1ruc1ion by the
National Ho using Au1hon1y; the S6 m1ll1on
worth of produce sold last year by the
Markeltng and National Importing Board:
the doubling of ex.ports o f gannents b)' island ffianufacturers and S805 ,000 worth of
Spice Islt Products produced by the Grenadian owned and operated Agro-lndustnal
Plant
Coard c11ed as lhe biggest failures of.1983
the collapse of the pnces of cocoa, nutmegs
and bananas, all pnnc1pal c ro ps of the
country
In line with senous d1vers1fica11on log1s1Jcs Grenada' s Land Use Div1s1on of the
Ministry of Agriculture recen1ly received a
number of equipment from the Food and
Agncultural Orgarusat1on (FAO) for a land
evalua11on project which began 1n 1982 . In
anolher area , the Research and Developmen1 Laboratory al Tanleen has earned out
successful ex.penments on the t1nn1ng of
flying fish and with tomalo sauce Al of the
produce used 1n the Agro-1ndustnal sec1or
are grown in Grenada
· MaJOr expenments are also being earned
oul by lhe M1n1stry of lndustnal -Oevelopmenl and F1shenes to raise the l1v1ng standards of the art1sanal fishing industry .
Grenada which has the highes1 per capita
consumption o f fish and fish product'S 1n the
English speaking Canbbean , 1mpons some
SJ null1on worth annually , while harvesting
only 50 percent of available catch 1n Grenadian walers, said F1shenes M1n1ster Kennck
Radix He cited ptimiuve methods as the
maJor cause of Grenadian fishermen not being better able 10 harvesl the resources of the

' 'fw and imparll.al' · heanng . Ye1. Sigma
Delia Chi Society of Professional Journalism officials decided to ''commend'' the·1
Hilltop editor without knowing or considering all of the facts in the case .
Last year. members of our Department of
Journalism Facull)' vigorously condemned
Washington Post editors for compoundmg
theu Journalism errors by recommending an
award for a reporter without checking out
obvious contradictions in her story . But,
th.is year one of ourcritJcal facull)' members
urged SOX to follow the same panern 10 the
t11lltop conttoversy. As advisor to the Howard chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists. I object to SDX 's berugn exploitation of the Hilltop issue which victimizes Ms . McKnight and all of our srudents Our facull)' must accept (and maintain) die responsibility for trairung our students co report accurately and fairly
Our mission at Howard is to prepare our
graduates co assurpe lcadc:rship roles in the
Media by having the courage and lhe skill lo
admit and correct mistakes while insisting
upon Truth and Just.Jee for all . Our students .
must know these attributes arc necessary to
eliminate pa.st and cWTenl abuses of the
media. We, who are often victims of 10fcrior jownalism, cannot afford to approve
substandard techniques whether they are

Htlltop. The record of our srudents. such as
Miss Willc.erwn and the 150 1oumal1sm majors placed 1n media mternsh1ps throughout
the nation speaks for itself
Ms McKnighl will receive her JUSI reward when her legal rights as a slUdenl arc ·
protected and her quest for honest joumalism at Howard is vindicated . If the Society
of Professional Journalism really wishes to
help address the problem now, 11 should
provide legal aid .
. S1nct:rely,
Lawence A Still
Associate J>rofessor

pncticcs 11 the Wuhingtoo Pos1 or The

rusl Amendment of ibc Uni led Statts Coo·

Those who make demands for a greater
freedom have this day held others captive;
those who demand freedom of expression
have this day denied others the nght to
speak; those who would be heard have this
day denied others the nght to hear
In the search and struggle for uruvers.ally
l1bcraung ends, those who claun to be part
of that search and struggle have used incompatible means to exclude the participation of others
Paragraph ~i!ie. liem D. page 2 of the
statcmcnl given out by the ··coa11t1on to
Save Howard University'' states: ''We
strongly believe that the basic nghts of
speech, religion. and press as stated in the

said Manager o r Services. Winston Bul len
The generators were purchased \.\'llh a
loan from the European lnves1me nt Bank
(ElB) . The EIB loan will also go towards
fea Jib1lity studies on Grenada 's hydroelectnc potential. and for further deve\opmenl of elecmc1ty . All studies should be
comple1ed by the end of 1984 , Bullen said
In con1unct1on With this year' s Festival .
according to Strachan. a number of new
projects will be launched Among the pro
developmenl projecls are two new schools.
the operung of sections of the Eastern Main
Road, the Sandino Plant for the productio n
of concrele un11s and tiles for consiruct1on.
be able to speed up its o wn road cons1ruction and repairs

•

stilUtion should be applicable to the student
body. facull)' , and staff of the un1vers1ry . ··
Then who devised and who took part 1n that
fiasco masquerading 'is c reative , non violent protesl 1n Cramton Aud11orium lhis
morrung'> That noisy obs1ruct1on that mighl
have prevented a less detemuned exponent
of a free Black press than Lerone Bennett ,
Jr., from speaking?
I am not writing to protest againsl ··s1udent protest'' or to debate the ments of
SIUdenl demands I am writing lo protest lhe
failure of ;: rit1cal thinking, of selfdisc1plme, of detemuned respect for one 's
own stated posillons and for the nghls of
()(hers that took place this monung I am
writing to protest lemming-like behaviors
that tolerate the use of means that are contrary lo and destructive of professed ends
To whateyer C<Rl™:S may be added as a
result of student demands , may I suggest
' 'teach-ins' ' as follows :

I. A critical examination of compa11ble and
creative uses of non-violent prolest to
achieve clearly defined group objectives;
2. An in-depth review of, the h1s1ory ,
methods , and techniques, the generational strategies. thal may be used to
bridge group passage over the socioeco-

\
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'Ilic People· s Re\',J!UtllJD:lf)' Government
(PRG l of Grenada h.1s also been act ive 1n
the ti;1n k1ng se(·iur 11f th..: country Afler
sUl!lCSsfull}' r11anag1r1i: the first ··govcm111cnt arid peoplc·s ·· O\.\'ncd bank for years
the PRG ha!> fl1m1cd another bank this year.
the Gr1:nuda Bank of l 'on1111erce
'fhc Ba11k of Con1r11crce resut1ed from
ncglJl1a!11Jns held lxtwccn the PRG and the
Royal Bar1J.. ot Canad.1y..•!11ch1s ··rat1onal1s1ng 11~ Car1bbc.1.n hl1ld1r1gs ·'
G re11ad;1's sugar industf)'. which no w
1neets local d\:n1and ye.tr round has also
progrcsSl'd ,1l·cord1 r1g l1J Manager of the
Grl:nad:'l Sugar Factory. M ~heal Kirton .
Kirton s.11d that the 111duslf)' reached 95 per,c1:ncof 1t~ projected targt:t for sugar an ~ rum
product1011. l'aming tt $2 111 1111011 1Eas1em
Car1bbca11 Cu rrency)
As .111 LTll'l! lllt\ c tor bclter prlxluct1on cane
farn1e rs arc paid by the qual11y of their
sugarcane rather than on 1fs \.\'CLght or on the
returns of 1he fal'lllf)' In an e xemplary
soc1,1l1sl 1110..tc. ··far111crs also received a
"hare 11f the prollts r11adc. since they form
the backbone of the industry.·· said Kirton
Thl- 1ndustf) also 1n1cnds to 1n1e ns1fy
efforts 111 ru rn export . 1ns1.1ll a TIC\.\' d1 stillat1o n pla11l to increase llU !pt1! .ind effic iency
b y sonic 20 percent pr,x!ucc 1ndustr1al alcoho l for cooking. and examine the poss1bil11y
of maki ng syrup fo r local r.:o nsump11on
In the To t1r1st ·1ndus1ry Gre nada 1s also
e xper1c 11l'1 ng s t~ady growth while neighboring islands arc seeing a decline. said M1n1s1er o f F1nanL·e Coard G re nada e xpecls to
create .'iOO ne w Jobs 1n the tounst sector over
lhe next three years An add1t1onal 2 .500
Jobs in ag n culturc and son1e 2(X)() 1n construction w ill be .:reated over the same three
year pcn od , according to Prime M1ruster
Bishop

no m1c a nd pol1 t1 ca l c hasms o f the
1980's.
3 An analytic stud y of !he soc1oecono m1c
and p o l1t1 c al real1t1es of Black 1ns111ut1ona l sur v iva l 1n the U .S . A . .
whalever the party in power
Leronc Bennett 's speech was an onentat1on to JUSt such courses Those who did
the!f ho mework kno w that he 1s a pathfinder, a pio neer o f the press. Out of respect for
thal and respect for 11s beliefs, creative prolest might have found a compatible way to
s ymbo lize 11 s o ne ne ss wit~ what he
represents .
Yo urs 10 hope and fa11h .
C arolyn Hill Slewart
Spcc1al1 st. Communication
Arts & Sciences

Desruisseaux
Continued f rom page 6

' a change of JOb or 1nstitutha1 often means
t1on. doing some teach1ng ..or . on a slightly
d1fferen1 scale , doing some nonprofessional
reading .
But , Mr Sharp s ay s, college .
pres1den1s-unfortunately , and to their own
de1r1menl- '' Seldom take time for • sufficient reading or 1ntellcc1Ual or sp1n1ual
~litude . ''

In its biggest proJe«i;t since the Revolut1on , 1he bu1ld1ng of its first 1nterna11onal
airport at Pomt Saline. Grenada continues
with fu ll speed to meet the projected complet1on date of early 1984. It appears , based
on M1n1ster Strachan comments, that this
year's Fes1ival 1s being 1oned down in expense also to prepare for the 1984 March 13
celebration which will coincide with the operung of the long ~waited and much needed
airpo rt Grenada 1s being f1nanc1ally
assisted with this ultra modem airport by the
1nte mat1ona1 community Technical assistance 1s being provided by the sisier Canbbean co untry of Cubg. and by the Bri11sh
firm . Plessey Arrports L1m1ted
Meanwhile , a Washington Posl article
(Feb 27. 1983) disclosed CIA plans to
··cause econo nuc d1fficul1y for Grenada in
hopes of undemun1ng the pol111cal control
of Prime M1n1ster Maunce Bishop · ·
The 1981 plan which was reportedly
ruxed by the US Senale however has been
constan1ly re-emerging 1n the rhetoric of the
Reagan adm1n1strat1on 's foreign policy on
the Caribbean and Central Amenca. In add111on , said the article . des1ab1l1sat1on notions persist 1n the close morutonng of Grenada by the CIA .
Grenada on the other hand 1s making fast
s,tndes not only 1n 1ntemat1onal prestige bur
al home and particularly in the region Thc
tenets of the Revolution from ' 'We' re Nol
Creating Just Another Society Bui A Just
Soc1e1y ," the calling for women lo- ' ' Step
Forward' ' 1n every sector of the sociel)', lo
slogans o f '' Freedom Means Feeding
Ourselves." has become rcal1t1es and not
base rhe1onc for Grenadians .
Though there will be no ma1or rally 1n
Grenada this March 13. Grenadians continue' 10 rally round concrete and viable developments all year long As for next year' s
celebra11on . ... 1f all goes well. 11 wtll be
the biggest ever, said Minister Strachan.
Grenada We Salute You . FORWARD
EVER BACKWARD NEVERt 11

Dear Mr George:
I am a resident of the District Of Columbia
and am fully aware of the responsibility that
Howard Univers11)' has 10 the srudents and
the commuru1y
It is llIIIC for the academ1c staff of all
uruvers1t1es to realize that all education provides 1s a means to help human beings find
the truth .
It 1s difficult enough to live with lies and
even worse when it cost you money just to
sit on a hard chatr in a classroom to listen .
Thank you for your support of truth .
Sincerely .
Tyrone Aileen

Perry

, Continued from page 6

Copies of Mr. Nason' s report. President-

ial Search: A Guide to the Process ofSelecting and Appointing College and University
Presidents, are available from thC Associa11on of Governing Boards of Universities
and Colleg~. One Dupont CtrClc, NW . .
Washington 20036. The price is $10 95 for
members of the association and $16 .95 for
others, with special rates for orders of 10
copies or more: $9.50 each for members and
Sl4 95 each for others .
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O lli tties"e 1n the Atlar1tic Ocean on a sur1st1ine beach
tl1 e r l' · ~ go1 r1 g to t)E' a r1 outbreak of re velry this \'a cation
t)re,1k . A11 cl aft e r the sur1 goes dowr1 ... ,well, you know
LL'let>r.1t10r1. V..1e c.111 0111) t1ope it v.:o n·t

$ 25g

bt• ,, l lill nioor1.
!3L'l UlJSe 111 19 8 3 \\1e·re oper11r1g T he
ll.1l 1c1111 a ~ to a v. ave o t Ame ricari s. W e

~l<l \t.'

(('JSOrl !O bel 1C\ C 'thdt
rt.~,1 c h !1< lc1I 1)roµort1 ons.

tare and 7- nigh ts hotel.
So tt1 ere I t is. young America. We guarantee yolJ the

FREEPORT

tl11..' ett ect tl1at n1 oor1light has 011 a

~a\1 e

Probably because of the price : $259 including .1ir

best of dancing .on the. beach. water

*

sports and a roaring party.
Beyond that . yoU"ve irivited to impro.
vise . And since your talent for good tim·
ir19 is legendary. we've · made pre para·

$299*
NASSAU

1nd} '

t1ons for you .
\.V1th o pen

we·re going to be ready.

arn1s .

'

Bahamas College Weeks Includes:
• h',lllll•l tr1~1 ,111 tr.111s~1or1.it1or1 !ror11 )Our horne ci t) to the Baham<Js
• · ru,1t11, ,,, 'or11r110.t,111or1 1n Freeport\ 1he lslaf)der Hot.:-1 localcd
,Ju .... ritu .,. 11 ri t ' \ 1 to tt1~ El Casn10 dnJ o~iposi t e- 1he lnterr1a11or1al
't1•11 1 1>1r1~1 l\.1:,1.1rl 01 i' .1s::.dl1 tCoral Bcd(h\ 1!1,1s d 1e::.ort !oc.Jlt!d
.1.llj l• • ·111 Cc> ! tic· ll<' ·'' h Rooi11::. h,1 , e t ull \ C'-Jl"l'Ped )., 1tcher1s. Ir• 1119
r, 'l1r11~ .111,1 .t111 Ultl .1r, .~ I ~'r ll e base,l or, qu..i<l OLCU I'd r1c\ t~ or r r ce

•
•
•
•

porl ddd S 1O tor tr1Rle occu 1>,111c\ S -lO tor double
OCCl1par1C)
Hotel rootn Id \
2 ,1,1\ c.::ir 1ental per >illd (Nds::.,;iu onlvl
G 1d tu 1t IC'> tor Dell rner1 <hd rn berm<1 ids d nd pooln1en
L( Oli 11d. t r 111 tr illl'>fcr, 1ror11 .i1 r port 1n 8d ha mils to \ our hotel

•
·r• ••• ••1• .•i' ' \' ·r•
I
,,

•

••

'
..

:

Special Activities:
0 \ \ •·I,• l'll't" 111.1r1.1cjt"l ' ll''-h.1.111 p,1rt\ • ln11t>p co11 te~t pools1dl' • Pili'> 111 f°'1ol'>Sdu' • tree v. n1J ~l11t1ng • scuba d1 \ u19 • '>d1lir1g dnd
'11,,1ht·lr11,1 h·,-,,111-. • t r<' t' .1,111 11., ~1 0 1 110 d1~LO-. • , olle)b dll .,. 1t l1 pr11('' • toirc ... ell ct1ic l-.er1 ,1nd r1bs bar ·b·que • d l1 d rnuc t1 rn ort>~

·

•

l
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Bahamas College Weeks

-

·

APR 17 - APR 24

COLLEGIATE
MAR 06- MAR 11
MAR 21 - APR ol
APR 24 - MAY 01 ,
I INrER
HOLIDAYS INC .
MAR 13 - MAR 20
AP~ Ol - APR 10
plus Sunday departure11
I
.,. , :..
MAR 20 - MAR 27
APR 10- APR 17
;ill s ummer.
I ·.
·
Che c k O r.e
:::.~11' <;<.t l G<•''\'''" (,111rt ~j ,,1,•I \ " 1th f..,t,tlt•n,·ttc~\ on l'<1rdd1s<· lsl<1nJ onl' SJO t1dJ 111onal
I f
Che c k One
'
I "'J'-....1"
'>0t111,1-. ,iov.'. ,,. ct,,. , r., th< "''''1. l " ,111! ro ~>..1rt1 Jr>J ,.,1clo~e S50 <.Jei..~•t
S.:nll 111ore 1n10
... , •.• •""•l '", ,,., I'· , ,,. ,,,. · ,\,·\'·"I"''''·,.,,.-..> "''"' .,..,.,. v.,,,,1> .,,.uvn t!.u11 v,J
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

-

HOW TO
STOP DRUNK DRIVING~

'

Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.

•
TOUGH LAWS MAY HELP, BUT WE ALSO NEED TO CHANGE OUR ATIITUDES.

•

'

-making authority and

Do you kno\v anyone
'"h o's in favor of drunk
driving' Not likely. And yet
1nany people have driven \vhen
under the influence of alcohol,

could do is to examine our
O\vn attitudes about drinking

car. The Department of Transportation is now field-testing
that device.
We also strongly favor
all efforts that focus attention

management res pon-

or \vill do it at least once.

and d1·iving.

on the problem such as the

sibility you have as an
officer in the Navy.
On the ground, as

'fake a look at so n1e
chilling statistics. One out of
every t\VO of us 1vill be involved in an alcohol-related

HO\V much do you really
kno\v about the effects of
alcohol? The facts may surprise you. For exa1nple, a lot
of people believe that beer

Presidential Commission on
Drunk Driving. Make sure
your friends and family know
the facts about mixing alcohol and driving. Drunk driving will only stop when we
all decide it isn't socially
acceptable. Be,self-confident
enough to admit when you've
had too much to drink to drive ·
safely.
Meanwhile, seat belts
are still your best protec-

•

'

•

,,
~,.,.,...,.~-

\

'l'h e thunderous roar
of jet e n g ines ro lls

~-

across the carrier's .
fli g ht deck.
'l'hrottles are at
full powe r. and you're

a Navy officer, yo u

waiting for the signal
to launch.
Now. 1' he catapult fires. G forces
press you back into vour seat. Suddenl y.

work \Vi th and supervise
t
today's most highly
skilled aviatibn professionals. In the air.
as part of the naval aviation team. yo u

accident so111eti111e dL1ring 0111·
li ves. Last yea1· alone, n1ore

you' re.flying lo\\' and fa st O\'e1· t he open
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5.seco nds.

have about the most exciting job anyone
ce:1 n have.

Nothing else feels like Navy flying .
Nothing. And \vhen you become a pilot or

It's a uniquely re\varding job with
pay to match . You start at $18,300 a year

disproportionate nun1ber of
those killed \Xere under 25
years old.
The mst of drunk-driving

flight offii;:er yo u 're at the very heart of it.

- m ore than ttre average corporation

accidents an1ounts to 0\ e1· $24

than 25,000 people died in
such accidents; an additional
1.5 1nillion \vere i11j11red. A

n1ost effective single thing \ve

a11d \vi11e are less intoxicat-

ing than other drinks. In
fact, a can of beer, a glass
of \\ i11e , or a l ~ -ounce drink
1

of 86-proof liquor are all
about equally intoxicating.

million-dollar s upersophisticated

and pay increases , your annual salary

and legal fees. Not to 111entio11

combination of jet aircraft and electronic
wizardry.
•

climbs to $31,100. That's over and above
a full package ol benefits and privileges .

the emotional pain to the vie·

A lot of factors deter·
mine ho\Vquickly you11 get
drunk. Your body \Veight, how
niuch you've had to eat, and
the nun1ber of dtinks you have
over a specified tin1e all make
a difference. That's why it's

tin1s' families and frie11d s.

so hard to know when you"ve

What is being done
about it? Ove[ the years,
niany different approaches
have been tried: niandatory
jail sentences, stiff fin es,
license suspensions, alcohol·
rehabilitation progran1s, and
higher drinking-age la\vs.

had too niuch.
A con1n1on legal defini·
.tion of intoxication is .10 per·
cent blood-alcohol level. For
a 160 lb. person, it takes about
four or five drinks in the first
l\VO hours on an empty stomach to reach the legal limit,
compared with three or four
drinks in the first two hours
for someone who weighs 120
lbs. Of course, your judgment
and reaction time \viii be
impaired well before you reach
the legal limit.
At General Motors, we're
very concerned about the
effects of drinking on driv·
ing. Over a decade ago, we
developed a device that tests
a driver's reflexes and motor
responses before starting the

1

billion every year in property
daniage, loss of \vages, niedical

Once you've earned your \vings.
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi · years, with regular Navy promotions

And Navy training makes s ure

Find out how much· more a job in

you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight
training gjves yo u the

r ______

/

1vork over the long run. Even
\vith all ihree, probably the

. navigation . aerodyr'iam. an d o th e r t ec h n1.ics
cal know-how you need.
Leade rs hip and
professional sc hooling

prepare you for the
immediate decision-

I

I
I
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gives you the kind of
lea d ers h'ip experience
.
or fast responsibility
you get as part of the
naval aviation team.

I And nothing else feel s
I like Navy flying.
I
I
I
I
•
J •

Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.
N

•

'

J

•

No single countermeas·

ure seems to do the ·job by
itself. Tough laws, unless they
are supported by equally tough
enforcement and the certainty
of punishment, don't seen1 to

•

tion against drunk drivers.

They can't prevent an acci·
dent, but they will help save
your life during a serious

crash- whatever the cause.

This advertise>nent is part of
our continuing effort to give
custo>ners useful infomzation
a/Jaut their cars and !nicks and
the c!lmpany that builds them.

r

Chevrolet • Pontiac
Oldslnobile • Buick
Cadillac • GMC Truck

•

r

•
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Lady D Is Supreme At Capital Centre

Traditional Tale Offers· Musical Trip

by __ Lonnie I. tfoore
· Hilltop Staffwriter

~

.

•

.

'·

Diana Ross ftllcd the air with intimacy , as

;

I'
.,I
\

'

she ~ upon a roaring crowd of
thousands. March 3rd. at D.C. 's Capital
Ccnttc .
How can one human being fill the Capital
Centre with intimacy? Lca11c it to a tady·
who is accustomed to achieving eodlcss
bounds . For example , Ross dared to pursue
the role of Billie _Holiday , in Lady Sings the
Blues . w ith her heart and soul, at the risk of
turning away some fans . Next, she took on
the role of Dorothy in The Wiz, even though
few thought she could inspire. This time
Ross fans were warned in December that
Miss Ross' show would begin promptly at
8:00 p.m., ''Theatre-in-the-Round .'' No
Optning A.ct.'
.·
·
As Rosse~ into D.C ., a house full of
MoloVfn. Supremes. and Diana Ross fans
awaited with muscles flexed and vibrations
flowing . The lady was truly welcomed to
Washington . ·
Aru.ious fans were told at 8:15, that due
to the insistance of the artist , no tele•
screcnitlg (a four - way-~ewing system
allowing better vis ton for peOplc in the higher ti~rs) "would be offered. Ross f~ cared
less about tcle-screcning as they began to
ll
clap, st'?mp. and scream for the Lady herDiana A oss was a smash at the Capital Centre
self. who appeared at 8:45 .,
<J>;;-;:;;;:-:;:;;--;;c;;-;;:::.::-;:;:;c:;-::;;;:c;--::,..,,::------!-:::-~to:_::b~y~J:•:m:-!..::"~·~W~;~11:;•~·:J•~·....Diana Ross docs not enter the stage, but She can also still make bodies move as she Class.,, No, the men in the audience were
she floats down onto it . Swrounding her is a belts out songs like '' I' n1 Comini Out .''
not upset. They had already received their
cloud of marabou , layers of mist at her feet ,
The songs pf Diana Ross move people to chances 10 spend some time with Ross durand energy that seems to be heaven-sent to the point of wanting to touch the at1ist and ing her work -out to "' Muscles,,, in which
the mu~ic
of ' 'Ease on Down the Road ,'' that· is exactly what she allows her fans to she brought the hotlS~ to their feel .
~
and ·· AJn't No Mountain High Enough ~·· :-... do . ' '' Reach Out and Touch· is n1y favorite
Throughout , "Why Do Fools Fall in
Playing for Ross , was her 2G-piece arches- son~ because it allows n1c lo be ~ith the LoVe ... and '' Upside Down You Tum
tra, (inc.luding excellent saxophone, trom- faces I watch on stage , .. declared Ross as Me ,·· Ross continued to sati sfy her quest for
bone, and bass players) that flowed easily she made her way through the ,·rowd . In the perfection . 11 showed that she has learned
with superb results , a.s RoSS . glided around audience Peaches (of Peaches and Herb) her craft. from the best teachers. which intcomputerized ' lighl) stage .
i"oined in and sang a few of the l)·rics.
On • C ;~ular
~I""
""
elude S err)' Gordy, Holland/ Dozie r!
·· ~n I am good7 I am very good, but
By this time stimulation had been bUilt up Holland . Ashford & Simpson. and Chic. ·
When I am bad , I am even better .'· and the crowd was ready to get down to With this rich and varied career behind her,
screamed Motown' s original diva of song . _ some real dancing . "'Alright we· re going to Ross. has learned how toac"hievethe results
Twenty-two years ago in 1961 . Diana Ross, work those bodies.'' said Ross. Al this point she desires and her audience expects . It 's
started with the Su.,....mcs
, and in 1983 she of the show about twcnt}' children were Sdle
_r
r·to say that no one left the Capitol Centre
is as young, energetic, and vibrant aS ever. asked to come 10 the stage f<)f the opponu - upfulfillcd that e vening !
nity to partici pate in a ·· RtlSS ExerL·ise
1

•

•

•

THE
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF
COMMUNICATIONS
.S TUDENT COUNCIL
••

,
'

•

•

•

by Freddie A. Brown Jr.
Hilltop Staffwriter
Well , folks, it's March I Ith and if you
recall a coup!': of weeks· ago, I told you

about a musical which would be perfonned
at Cramton Auditofium by Howard's Ora.ma Department. Boy, time sure docs fly
when you 're taking mid-terms, doesn't it?
Tonight at 8:00 p.m., the curtain will rise
on Crampton's stage for opening night of
''The Wiz, ''which is being featured during
the Anru 1al Fine Arts Festival . If you weren 't smart enough to purchase your ticket
in advance, you still may have a chance to
see what's on the other side of the rainbow .
The tickets are priced at $'.3.00 for students
and children and $6.50 general admission .
Due to rapid ticket sales, all shows for Friday and Saturday are completely sold out.
However, seats are still available for the
Sunday matinee perfonnance at 3:00 p.m.,
Benetta Chishc;»lm i,ts P9rQthY in
and on Monday at I p.m. How do you get
tickets? Simple-just follow the gray granite road to Crampton's Box office and be- (being danced by Lavern Reed), Dorothy
come one of the smart ... the proud ... lands in the strange land of ··0z•' where she
encounter three characters : 1be brainJess
the audience !
Why . is Howard's production of ''The scarecrow (played by Keith Cross); the
Wiz'' going to be a spectacular show? Well heartle ss Tinman (played by Darryl S.
naturally if you have a choreographer like Quinton); and none other than the cowardly
Louis Johnson , professionals in both music , but well groomed Lion (played by Russell
and drama, faculty expertise , a ca.st o( about Barnes) .
The foursome· is off on an adventurous
75 extremely talented and energetic studenls , an Emmy Award nominee , and journey to Emerald City to see the great and
scores of '' behind the sceners'' who di- powerful Wizard of Oz (played by-Jaffies
Johnson) . He is their only hope in obtaining
ligently work to keep the show intact.You
either have a fia~co , or a musical ex- the things they desire so much in their lives,
travaganza. Howard can look f0rwafd to the for Dorothy being a one-way ticket back to
her Aunt Em in Kansas (played by Sandra
latter .
Most of us~ familiar with the story of ·Bowie) .
The four principle roles arc being played
''the Wizard ofQ,.· " For those of you who ·
were deprived as a child or didn' t pay atten- by students in the.Drama Department who
tion in school , here 's a refresher course on are exerting all of their talents, energy, and
the traditional story -book talc whi ch know-how to develop the type of character
eventually was adapted into a smash h.it they want lo portray . Not only do they have
10 perfect their own individual characters,
Bro~dway musical .
The story centers around a sweet little they musl work cohesively with the other
innocent child named Dorothy (played by ca.st members to establish a magical camarBenetta Chisholm). who fantasizes about a aderie in the musical .
place far . far from her home in Kans~
··This is one of the most closely knit casts
After being swept up in a vicious Tornado I have ever worked with. It took a lot of

•

•

the 'Waz''
endurance to wort so closely with this many
people for a three month period...!• • ~d the
cowardly Lion , Russell Barnes . He added,
''I'm going to have fun with it!''
''It's about time that we've do~ a black
musical for the community at Howard ,' '
said Tinman Darryl Quinton. As a Senior,
D&nyl says '' I only wish it had been done
sooner but I' m very glad that I got the role .
It has bee"n a challenging experience as far
as working with this character. The entire
cast has made a great commitment and
everyone should be more. ~ just commended.''
· Benetta Chisholm, the 4'11 V2'' native
Wash.ingtonian and Junior in the Drama Department, is making her musical debut on
·Cramton' s stage . When asked ;ibout her
experience Benetta commented, '' I' m very
excited! I have had the opportunity to reestablish and develop many things about my
craft, and myself. People like Dr. Newman ,
'
. .
Vera Katz , and most of all my friends were
always behind me, even when I doubted
myself. They never let me down, '' she added. Benett.a says she can appreciate her
Continued on page I I
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Operation Push
presents
,,

-In Concert-

Monday, March 14 8:00 P.M.

presents

~

I

Bill CosQy

..

'PARTY AFTER THE

WIZ'

·- .

-

6,oberta Flack
•

Special Guest

•

Rev. Jesse L. Jackson

•

•

NatioIJal President of
Operation Push

at

THE LAST HURRAH 1415 23rd St.
N.W .
•

•

FRIDAY MARCH 11, 1983 10:00 a.m.
- 3:00 a.m.
TICKETS $4.00 AVAILABLE AT
CRAMTON

I

'

'<\!!!

Warner Theatre
13th & ''E'' Sts., N.W., Washington, DC
'

l
•
•
•

MUSIC BY WHBC 830
·-

•

AM

· Ticketron Warner Theatre Box Office 7-11 . Stores at-:
Kenilworth Ave. Quarter St., N.E. - Minnesota Avenue
& Benning Rd., - · 13th & ''D'' Sts., - Georgia Ave. &
Piney Branch Rd., IN.W. -Georgia & Hemlock St. N.W.
14th & Rhode Island Avenue N.W.
for info call PUSH 232-0701

,.
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'
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Fashion Notes

take ii anymore, hang in there . Remember,
all yo u have left is about lwo week s~ Yes,
that 's righ1- 1wo! ~ Then you can enjoy
'
peace and quiet during Spring Break .
''Oh , that's right ! We do gel a week off.
soon, ·· you suddenly recall . But what are
you going 1odo in that week? Sometimes we
gel so tired , all we do is sit around, sle~p.
wa1ch the soaps, eat, and , for all in1en1s and
purposes, wasle that precious time .

STRESS-I would venture lo say that
lhis is a six J.ener word you have been ex·

periencing a rather large dose of in the last
two weeks . With midtenns, phone bill s,
rent , money shortages. fatigue. and any
other thing that has p::ipped up, you have

',,

probably felt a little down, to say the least .
·· When will it end? I can't take it much
longer''' you somewhat impatiently ask .
Even when you feel as if you just can't

'

-Harriet Cole
If you don '1feel satisfied with this type of
relaxation . yo u can do many other interest-

ing things . Spriqg Break 1983 can be your
time for fitnes s. Since many students will be

travelirig to wann climates where they will
be much"more active than they were al Howard, .they cari enjoy all types of sports .
'

Wat~kiing. swimming . i\)ggin_g.

camping,

racquet ~all,

tennis.

•
'

-"

GRAND ·OPE:NING

'

•

'

•

MONDAY, MARCH 14, 1983
•

Evelyn's

.

'

ANYTHING
& EVERYTHING STORE
· ~ew shipment

of;'Leather pants just arrived. I

@

AvaJable at discount rates,

Sergio and Jordache Jean Giveaway
Come by
N ·orth Capitol

& Florida Aven, N .W,

to register for the drawing,
'

328-1•11

horseback riding, kayaking, boatin"i. professional spa exercising and an asM>rtmcnt
of other fun spons can be yours , but you
must prepare for them.
Since ' mid- 1970, the United States has
realized that its 2"itizcns are not fi1 . Many
heallh consc ious groups and individuals
have written books, started talk shows and
opened asp:. to try to broaded the American
consciousness to this problem . BecauSe of
this recerlt interest in fitness, then , the consumer market has attempted to expand its
supplies in order 10 cater to the healthminded .
When you walk into a regular department
store now , you are likely 10 see an entire
section devoted to sp:>rtswear, and that docs
nol mean casual. stylish c lothing . Instead , it
means all types of ''uniforms'' necessary
for specific sports activities .
SpeciaJi~t ion has hit the sp;,rts arena in
full force . And unless you are well-versed in
sports paraphernalia , you will need assislancc in determining what you really need to
buy . Afler aJI. can most of us decide immediately what type of tennis shoe we need
just by looking? That goes for other c lothing
as well .
For this reason, specialty shops have p:>pped up all o"'.:er the country . Salespeople
have been trained in sp;,rts lingo so thal rhey
wi ll be ready to an~.er all questions. They
must kno w the difference between all those
shorts, tee shirts. 1ennis shoes, elc . that you
will be trying to buy .
One store, in particular. that houses an
abundance of sp:>rts garb for all ages is
Herman's World of Sp;,ns . Al 1his store,
you feet you have walked into a maze and
reall)' don'1 kno w which way 10 1um. On
one side . the. walls are filled wi1h backpacks, sleeping bags, lamps. and any other
type of c lothing and equipment you could
possibly need for camping . Ano1her wall is
covered with men 's sp;,rts clothes for jogging . working ou!, relaxing . etc . Thc11 the
noor is covered with the extra added attrac-

tioos that men, women and children love,
such as bathing suits, sweatsuits, ~ harts
sets, arid plenty more . And this is just downstairs .
·~ced I say more? If you are one of those
people who has always wanted to enter the
world of .~nnrts but didn ' 1 know how to get ·

there, the opportunity is yours . Herman' s is
of many stores waiting to accomodatc your
sports needs and answer any questions you
may have~
1
So, do yourself a favor . Don't speod 1
Spring Break being lazy . Get fit while
you're having fun .
.
.
-~

,,

'
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Club vs. Concerts
·by Recoe Walker
•

When the who, what, and wheres of entertainment arise, a
careful choice has to be made. If movies, restaurants, discos,
and parties are excluded, concerts and clubs are next in line.
Because of drinking laws, many Howardites opt to attend
concerts rather than go to clubs. Concert going does not entail
being "carded" upon entry, whereas many clubs scrutinize
their clientele's identification to make sure they are old enough
to be served drinks,
Also, the type of evening that one anticipates has to be taken
into consideration. If you have a carefree, wild "keyed up"
evening in mind, the less intimate atmosphere of a concert will ,
sufficiently fill the bill, It's also important to know how your
companion feels about large crowds. Many people aren't at
ease being among unusually large crowds, especially if the
concert is presented in festival style (standing with seating on
the sides),
.
Clubs are your best bet if you envision a relaxed intimate
atmosphere. A classic example is '-'Charlie's" of Georgetown.
Before entering the club, a coat check person pleasantly solicits
your coat, Next, a maitre d' will check for reservations and the
head waiter-manager, Joyce Olson, will escort you to a table
that is tastefully set with china, shimmering silverware, a glass
covered candle, and a live floral centerpieces (babies breath
and a dragon tongue). Then the waiter inquires if you'll be
having dinner; if not, the china and silveiware are removed, A
two drink minimum and a cover charge is the house policy,
The room is light enough to see yet dark enough to maintain
its' ambiance.
•
The show is a real bargain. If you're seated at _the perimeter
of the slightly elevated stage, you'll get a chance to I>!' enter·
tained by some shakers and movers in the jazz community,
Last Sund11y, Mose Allison played and sang.
Overall, the atmosphere, acoustics, and proximity of th<
entertainer to the audience were all exceptional! And after the
set, many people got a chance to meet the performing artist in
the lobby of the club.
Dollar for dollar clubs can cost, but the service and other

•

personal touches make it the esthetic bargain.

PROS AND CONS
CONCERTS
Tie and jacket (expected) ,
Slightly higher
Dinner and cocktails
Age minimum
More intimate
More quiet
Closer to entertainment
Coat checks
No wait in line (enteripg,
exiting, restroom, food, <!rink)

CLUBS
No dress code
Less expens_ive (generally)
Snacks and beer
No age discrimination
Vast numbers
Noisier
Chasm between entertainment
and audience
No coat check
Waiting line (usually)

ABONDANZA
Reggae Sunsplash
Montego Bay, Jamaica

•
on l4K gold College Rings.

'

Departing July 1, s100 00 down for 7
nights in Jamaica this rate applies to
Howard students, staff and faculty only

TOUR INCLUDES:

•

.March
•

DATE 14, 15, 16
'

'

•

TIME

' 10am-4pm

PLACE: The Campus Store

, Now's the time to think abo_ut
you r college ring . Not just any
ring- a 14K Gold College Ring from
ArtCarved. The karat gold jewelry
that's designed and handcrafted_for
lasting value .
'
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordable than you
. think Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
, s_ave $25. This offer is for a limited time
only, so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice, the way you want it. So graduate
in style. Graduate to gold I

• Roundtrip non-stoP.
.
'
jet tra.osportation V·i a Air Jamaica
from Baltimore to Montego Bay.
Beverages and appropriate meals
served inflight.
• Roundtrip transfers between
•
airport/hotel in Montego Bay.
• 7 nights hotel accomµiodations at
the Casa Montego Hotel
Montego Bay
• Baggage handling
• All hotel taxes and gratuities.

I

I
•

l

•

Deposit Reciuired
MasterCarcl or Visa Accepted .

.CLASS RINGS.INC
Cl 1983 Ar!Carved Class Rings. Inc
'

I

- Don 't Delay Reservation Deadline April 1-

I

•

for more info: call Gordon Barnaby 723-2137 or
559-8367
•

'

Frida y. t.farc·h 11. JQ,'if_J
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Men Place Second
In MEAC Basketball Tourney

Sharks Gobble Six 'Vies'
But Not Championship

•

\,;._

by Joseph Burris

Hilltop Staff"'riter
M idnight struck on 1h·c Bison Cinderella
basketball tca111 last Saturda)' evening in the

G1ee nsboro Co.li seum . Led b)· MEA C
1oum ame n1 n1os1 valuabl~ player Joe Binion. !he North Caro lina A&T State Aggies
defe ated the Howard Uni\•ersity Bison 7 164 IO capt ure lh e MEA C pos 1-seaso n

tournament cro""'" .
The' 22- 7 A ggies. who had s1ronger

deplh , championship experience . and the
ho n1ecou~

•

'

ad vantage on their side, nc\•er

trai led in the game. buc it was ne ver easy
going for them either . l 'he Bi ~o n m~d e then1
cam the crown : They never fell behind by
more than ten points, and were down by
onl y a sing le point with less than fiv e rf!inutes rema1n1ng.
A Binion fol lo w-up of a mi s~_9 j umper
started· the game scoring after the Aggies
contrd!Jed the tip . On the Bison 's fir st
possession. Derek Carraciolo leaped over
A&T center Juan Lanauze. caugh1 a missed
shot in the air, and slammed it over ou1s,tre1ched Aggie hands for the Bison's first
IWO .

The two clubs got going and the Bi son
battled back fro m an early defic it to tic the
game at 16- 16 with 12:45 remaining .
As the half wore on. the Aggies took
.advantage of Carrac io lo being benched early with foul trouble . They began to rebound
aggressively . The qu icker Aggies drove
baseline for shon jumpers well , and when
they missed , the ir big men crashed the
boards effectively.
i They either made the fol low-up shof or
were fouled and convened from 'the line .
Nine of the last eleven Aggie points were
made either from the fo ul line or from
follow -ups . At halftime; the Aggies led 41 -

36.

•

.•

Carraciolo scored the first two points of
the second half, with a hook from five feel
out , 10 cul the lead to 41 -38 . After an Aggie
rumover, Bernard Perry took a pass on the
left side and drilled a twenty-three footer.
The lead was cut 10 one .
It looked as if the Bison were on a roll,
then the Aggies fed Lanauze inside. who
scored . and the Bison battled rig.ht back
with a lay in by Carraciolo .
The Aggies scored again with a 20 (QOter
by Eric Boyd . with the Bison foll owing suit
with a follow -up by David Wynn . It ~eriled
as if everyone "'!'as gelling in10· the act of
shooting .
Even , unfortunately , Joe Binion. T~e
Aggies checkbook pl~yer rebounded a mi ~ 
sed shot and followed through after being
fouled . Binion culminated the three-pointplay and put the Aggies up by four.
'The Bison twned over the ball on the next

posscsSll.'n. Bi11io11 rcccil·cd the pass ar the Bison ended !he scoring for a 7 1-64 ti nal .
When the game was over. when the final
other end and hie fro111 fifteen feet
The
Bison ni i s~ed ac the other end. and on the dribble and j uniper was taken. the Aggies .
next possession Binion made a !Y.'ent y-1..110 as so many people had predicted before this
footer .
year's season stan cd . y,•o n !he right to
In less than tY.'O r11i.nuccs a one poi nt defi - re present the tv1 ~AC in lhc NCAA tournac it was silenced b}' a seven point Joe Binion ment .
spun 1ha1 made chc score 52-.W y,•ith 15:48
There are mixed rcac1ions in the cro wd of
remaining . Kevi n Scott quie1ed Binion and 4 .085 who witnessed the tournament . The
the pani san Aggie croY.·d . when he caught a Aggie fan s ( al1d team as well ) cheered with
pass in ~ ide . caught the defense sleeping and joy and perhaps relief. for they had finally
slammed !he ba!l wi th 1wo hands on the put an end 10 the erit ic isn1 for the ir inconsistent MEAC play. and the ir second
ensui"& JXJSsessio111.
The Aggies y,·ent up by ten 5~-46 with place regular season fin ish in a year when
14:13 left when the Bison staned a run of they had eno ugh strength . quickness. depth
their own . Perry hit one of two frtim the foul and experience at all positions to run away
line after be ing fouled by Antoine Collins. with the conference title. both regular and
The Bison re bounded !he Aggie miss and (X)St season .
Tears fell fro m a fe w eyes of the Bison
Perry connected fro n1 half a dozen feet
awa)'.
cro wd . The toss was a hcanbreaker. But the
A five -foo t j umper by Brown n1ade the Bison did nol hang their heads in shame;
score 58-49. but two answered jumpers by they had no reason lo. The young and mostDavid Wynn l"UI the lead 10 58-53 . A&T ly inexperie nced gro up that firs~ bel ieved in
cal led timeouc . but they lost the ball on their themselves made believers o ut o f e veryone
ne xl pcissession. Perry was fouled and he else. and came j ust a step a Way fron1 making
made one o f two fro m the li ne . The score a total sweep of their conference. at a time
was 58-54 with 9 :53 left .
when they were not sup(X)sed to be in the
And the score remained the same un1il the running .
6:26 mark ; when Aggie Darryl Battle fouled
··This team is very young ." said senior
Scott . One free throw completion out of two guard Bernard Perry . ·· You' ll be seeing
attempts cut the score to 58-55 .
them in the future . and I' m sure they' ll
Aggie · S Eric. Boyd the n drew a fo ul from come 10 the occasion more o ften because
CarraciolO on the ensuing possession. His they ha* matured over the season, as our
two for two from the charity stripe made the record shows.' '
score 60-55 . Then . Perry drilled a j umper
Perry was not the only one with interestfrom 28 feel. ThC Aggies missed the re- ing comments after the game . ''I didn ' t
bound and Scott popped one in frorr\ five think they (Howard). were that good . they
feel . -,.,.r
~
showed a lot of (X)ise ," said Binion. who
W ith 4:32 left it became a o ne point ~ont  was later named player o f the year .
e st . The Aggies failed to convert anCt the
""They played extremely well on the road
Bison obtained possession. The handful of in the conference:· Said Aggie head coach
Bison fans all over Greensboro Coliseum Don Corbett . Anytime a team can go 11 -1 in
sensed a comeback, and so did the Aggie the conference with the only Joss being to us
crowd .
on our homecoun . they deserve to be reekBut when the Bison came down the floor . oned with ...
and were about to conven on a play, they
'' I thought A&T played a super ball
• were called for an illegal pick. The Aggies game • .in_? ,they deserve a lot of credil ,' • said
got the ball back. and Binion was fouled . assistant coach Cy Alexander. They did the
But he missed the one in one and the Bison things a champion has to do--<hey shot
·rebounded. with another chance to capture '."'ell . they rebounded well . I wish lhem all
the lead .
the luck in the NCAA tournament .''
··A&T played a super ball game . and
The Bison went downcoun and set up a
play . but they turned the ball over. Brown they deserve a lot of credit ,·· said Coach
raced downcourt and was fouled . He hit two A .B . Williamson . '' They hit the boards at
from the foul line .
both ends and were hitting j umpers from
The Bison tried to cut the lead again but 20-22 feet out . There' s just no defense for
missed on a shot attempt . Brown drove and shots like that . 1·m just proud of the kids
culminated the end of a fastbreak with a lay now. We'll go on and keep our heads up .··
in for a five pont A&T margin . With 2:52 Williamson was later named MEAC coach
left Scott connected on a lay in . but the of the year.
Bison could get no c loser. The Aggies ran
The Bison reached the final s on a first
off seven straight points without a Bison round bye and a 67-57 victory over S .C .
exchange for a 71 -61 margin with j us1 48 State fr:iday night . The matchup was conseconds left . Three more points by ihe
Contin~d on page 13
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by Manotti Jenkins
Hilltop Staffwriter
The Ho ward University Sharks tf'J\'eled
south last weekend for the Sixth Annual
Black Na1 io nal S wimming and Di v ing
Championship . fin ishing second in the .
men 's and won1en's competitio ns .
'
First place in the men 's competitio n ·was
Delaware State. while Alabama A&M captured the women 's crown .
The Sharks accompli shed six individual
first place fini shes in the] men' s contest ,
including two new school 'records and two
new Black National Championship records,
Andre Cropper and Eric Robinson entered the championship 's record book in the
500 free ·s ly le and 1,650 yard s wim ,
respec1ively . Cropper·s _time was 5:08 .23 ,
which was also a new school record . while
Robinson 's time was 18:30 .00 .
Roland Lewis set a new school record in
the 200 fl y. fini shing with a 2:0 5 .89 time .
and Caesar Williams captured first place in
the 100-yard breast s1roke .
Other first -place fin ishes were accomplished by Cropper in the 100 and 200 free
style events .
' 'We did well in every cati;gory :· commented head menlor Yohnnie Shambourger . ' ' We were not hurt in any panicular
area .· ·
Denise Marks out swam her counterpans
in ~e 100-yard individual medley for the
one victory for Howard women .
' 'Our women swam well . also. but Alabama A&M had many returning ve1erans,
which gav e them the edge .'' said
Shambourger .

..

'

i

Kev in Holrncs also performed notably for Black colleges convened and f1,rr11cJ 11
the men , fini shing in second place in the
Shambourger added that the cha111p1t1r1three meter diving event .
ship this year was plagued b}' ·· \ 'CJ)' 111·
·" When we first got involved in the e vent , competent offic iating '' which J ilt1tt·1! the
we were not very competitive , .. continued usual enthusiasm. · ·w e will 111;\kc sur1' 1!1;11
Shambouger . ·· As the years go by. we be- thi ~ does nol happen agair1.'" lie ror11•lfk el1
come stronger . Every year we are considOther sc hools !hat panicipaled 111 1t1e
ered one of the favorites ."
event were S .C . State , Gra 111 bti11g .•111d
According 10 Shambourger , the cham- Florida A&M .
pionship was initialed in 1978 when lhc , • The 1984 Black National C'l1;1111pii,r1,l1ir
swimming coaches frOJll all of the historical will be held in Burr Gymnasiu111

The

•

IZ

role as Dorothy ''because . I am able to
relive some of the wonderful moments of
my childhood .·· Dorothy reprCsents the exc itement and wonder that children have
about beautiful things . '' As a person gets
older , they tend to lose that .'' With a smile
she added . '' I' m glad that I still have some
of the child in me .··
But children aren't the only ones who can
enjoy the show . There is. a uriiversal message that will appeal to all ages . Says Collene Hill who plays ' 'Addaperle·· the Good
Witch of the North. ' 'lbe Wit depicts all
kinds of black people and each character
represents someone in the black experience .
Be it an aunt, uncle, grandmother, or
whatever-everybody has seen one of those

Contin11ed from page 9

characters in their life . This pl:iy hits l101 r1l·
wil'h black people ."
There 's not much more that can be 'aid
about the musical . Some things cannor pro·
perly be expressed in words. Don't pass up
this opj:>ortunily to suppon the theatre arts
program al Howard . '' The Wiz ' · pron1 i ~cs
to be the type o~ musical fanta sy that allows
you lo laugh , to cry , to dream and !o believe . In the words of a bystander a! d1'Ss
~hearsal . '' The show is go ing to be r11agic!' ' (for you ~pie who are in 111 celebrations, there will be a '' Wi z After Part) ·· at
the Last Hurrah located on 14 15 22 nd S1
N .W . The pany is sponsored by the Sc h{IOI
of·' Communications ·Sludent Council a11d
will cost 4.00 per perso n. fron1 10:00 p" rn .
to 3.;.~ . m . Go enjoy the show a11<I pany
afterwards !)
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9 AM-5 PM
'

ARMOURJ.BLACKBURN '
CENTER
GROUND FLOOR PLAZA.~

If the acad e mic \\"ars are getti11g ) '.Lltt _Li 0 \\' 11 , t..iecl,1r~ ·~ cea~- tire_. -~rake a _b:e.-ik
\vi th a rich and chocolate)' ct1~1 ot St11sse r...1LlCl1,1 . It s JLISt Llllt:' Lll t1\1e Liel1ot1t1sl)·

different fla\ 1ors fro n1
General Foods'
In tem;itional Coffees.
GENERr\L FOL)!)~ ~ IN 1·1.: J{N ,\ l"!<._1N 1\l Cl)l:l:EES.
J-\ S i\ IUCI \ 1\ 1 : 1~ 1 7 1 I Nt~ ,\ S :\ !~ [_,.\\ '() !{
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The Department of Residence Life and the Re•ldence ffa•••
Advboey Council pre•ent the fifth Ann11al Ob•en--ce of Resl_.ence Hall• Week. A Hrles of educational, cultural - d llOClal
program• Involving faculty and •taff have been planned
throughout the week. Tbe•e actlvltle• are de•lgned to
purpo•efuJJ1· involve •tudents In building a po•ltlve and
meaningful •eliae of Community Spirit within. the Residence
Hall• Htting. Residence ff all• Week will begin on Sunday, March
13 - d end Saturday, March 19, 1993. Resident .mdenu have
Hlected u tbl• year'• theme, ''Reaching Out to CommUNITT - A
Vital Step In the Pa oce1• of Residence Hall• i.lvlng.'' HlgbllgbU of
the Week include Open Ho11•e, Field Olrmpla, - d -Awarda
Banquet•
Open bo•••e i. planned on Wedne•day, March 16, 1983 from 1:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Adminutraton, Faculty-d Staff are lnvlted·to .
vt.lt any or all of the ball• at thl• tim-e. Open Ho•••e provides opportunity for Unlvenlty memben to meet Informally with
9tudent. In their living environment.
The Field Olympia b •cbeduled on Saturday, March 19, 1983
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. - d will be held on the Benjamln
Banneker Field. A variety of recaeational activities have been
planaed to fo•ter healthy comp-etition among 9tudenu llvlq ln
our various residence ba•I•.
· The Awarda Banquet culmt-tin1 the week will be held In the
Dining Hall, located on the Dunblu'ton, v- Ne•• Campus. The
Banquet i. •cbeduled Saturday, March 19, 1983, - d will dart
promptly at 7130 p.m. - d - d 1100 a.m. A dellclou. menu ha• been
Hlected. The eo•t of thl• affair b . ..25 per p-er•on. Resident .mdenu with - accwnJatlve C.P.A. of 3.5 will be Invited free
of
•
charge. Several .nidenU llvlnc In the re1ldence ball• will receive
Awarda for their oubtandiq contrlbutlom - d accompllmmenu. Admlnl•traton, faculty - d staff are Invited to attend.
StudenU llvlnc In our resldenoe ball• come from all paru of the
United lltates u well u from man,. lorelp countries, repre•entlng a peat divenlt)' of lnterestll - d uck11 ound9. Such - In·
ternational mb: In our ball• con.Ututes a unique educatlon•l - d
OlnJltural opportunity for all 9tudenU. A con•clou. - d reapomlble Interest In dormltoey llfe on the part of the lndivlda•• .mdent b - t i a l for bulldln1 a true eommunlt)' spirit. ·
We look for ward to FOUi' partlclpati- In oar 1983 Ob.• •r•ance
of Residence Halli Week.
· For more Information FOU •F conta~ Mr• .Jim Cole •n at
636 5"1 or 6Q1 •
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-----Athletic Program: Where Do We Go From Here?
by Earl Find.later
Hilltop Staffwriter
According to Vice-President for Student
Affairs Dr . .Carl Andeuon. consideration s
have bc;en given toward building better athletic facili1ies here al Howard although the
adminislration has ,nol worked out a concre1e plan for reaching this goal .
Lai;t week , the first p~ of this series
reported son-.e of the negative aspects SJ.Jr·
rounding athle1 ie~ at Howard . The Hilltop
reported on sor11e of the inadequacies in
facililies. food and money for the athletes t1)
buy food on away trips .
The Howard Athlelie Dcpart111cnt despite
the fac1li1ies in lhe athlelic prog.ran1 , has

"

b y_ Do11na Nt"wman
Hillto1l Staffwriter

made gains both <ln and off the fie ld . In
197 I the depart111e111 set a precedent when it
"-'O R a coun decision againsl lhe Nat ional
Collegiaie Athlcli..: Association , making the
standards of eli~ i bili 1 y require me nls ~he
same for fori:ig11stl1der1t-athlctes as f1)r U.S .
cjti zens, l 't1 is l·11urt •lct·isi{Jtl is significanc
lx-cau se a substa11tial an1ount of foreig n
athletes n<l'-'; r11;1ke Lip Howard tean1s .
Gains 111:1dc l) ll the playing lield inc lude :
Howard "s 1974 slx:ccr tea1n, whic h is belie\·ed tu be thl' first predon1inan1ly black
universit\' lo ""'in an NCAA Division One
Cha1npionsh1p. The Tae Kwon Do Club has

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
•

TODAY MARCH l l TENN1s- The te am Will be awa)' !his wcckc11d
'
playi~ g seve ral different teams. The 1-1rs1 tc)uman1en1
will be again'I ARMY .

TOMORROW MARCH 12•

won the NCAA tille six times in the lasl 10
years .
In men 's track, Howard 's 4x400m teant
holds the NC AA record for that event , a
record ii set last year. Robina Williams, a
diver. won last year"s women 's National
Black College diving championships. Ho ward produced 1wo All -Americans last
year, Bernard Oliver (!rack) and Bancroft
Gord<Jn (soccer) .
Teams such as basketball, tennis and
track have faired wel l in Mid-Eastern Athleti c Confe re nce compet ition in recent
years .
,

TENNIS- They are in New Jersey playing RUTG ERS .
PROFESS IONAL WRESTLI NG- Start ing at I: t 5
p.m . in the Capital Ce ntre .
NBA- Washington will host Bt)ston . The ga111c will
scart at I :35 p.n1 .

'UNDA Y MARCH 13·• ENNIS- The team will

I/< plaving CONCORDIA .

BASEBALL-The season has begun . This will be
their second game and they are playing Delaware State .

MONDAY MARCH 1.....
4TENNIS- The team will be playing Tal so n.(

TUESDAY MARCH 15qAsEsALL-The famous Batmen will be 111ee1ing
•
llp!with Georgetow n.
NBA-Cleveland will go against Washingto n start ing a 11 8:05 p.nl . in the Capital Ce ntre .

WEDNESDAY MARCH 16>-TENN\S- The H. U. Netters will be go ing agai nst
NAVY .

According to Gerald Duggan of the
Coalilion to Save Howard University
(C .S .H .U .), the accomplishments of teams
were not because of the Athletic Departmenr's leadership bur in spite of it .
Some athleies have also said a good deal of '
their performance is due to their natura1
abilities and in spite of the facilities . ·
Alois Clemons, Sports Information Director at Howard said Howard should not be
compared to larger schools with more resources such as the University of Maryland .
He said Howard did not operate under the
same premise as those larger schools.
However, when compared to olher black.
colleges in the country, Clemons said that
while some colleges are more visible in
some sports , Howard offered more scholarships 10 a wider range of sports than all of
those schools .
Many people also complain !hat Howard
does not attracl !he blue chip prep athleies .
''We try hard to attract them but lack of
first class facilities (and) Jess of an opportunily for TV exposure is !he reason why
many do ilol come here," said Dr. Anderson . He added that lhe same can be said
for 95 percent of the other schools ln the
country .
The administration, Dr . Anderson said,
was giving priority to the development of
women's alhlelic program . According to
cx-foo11:iall Coach James ·"Ted '' Chamber.;,
athletics at Howard did not include females
until about five years ago. Also, different
terns have been upgrading their schedules lo

face stronger opponents.
Some alhletes have suggeslcd certain
steps lhal they lhinlc will help the overall
athletic program. Counney Brown, a football player, said the tulorial program should
be upgraded, and that the tutors should be
allowed to spend more time with individual
athletes.
Brown also said tha1 a special counselor
is needed to advise athletes. He said the
coaches were helpful but a special counselor
woukl help athle1es more .
Diver KCvlil Holmes said"Uic administration need~ to get more input from the
athlete~ . ''lbe Athletic Department should
get to know the various athletes in order to
promote interaction between both,'' he
commented.
The University needs new facilities (but)
''if we utiliu what we have, make it work.

the best it calf, everything would be a lot
bencr, '' Holmes said while pointing out two
time clocks in the swinuning pool that did
not work .
According tO some Washington O.C .
area athletic directors, financial support,
support from the administration and students along with good facilities are necessary in order to have ·a successfµI athletic
program.
Chambers said, ''I am very plcaScd .
We've made rcalprogress. ' '

.-

A majority of athletes and administrators
have expressed op{imism thal Howard' s
athletic program will get better in the future .
'' We ' ve made major strides. We
shouldn't rest on our laurels , because there
is much more to be done, '' said Dr. Anderson.

Bisonettes Lose First
Round in Toume

,

Get your career off to a flying start while you're still in college.
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by Carlton Lockard
Hilltop Staff~ter

First , OOnna Wood got elbowed in the
forehead and left the game, then Claudia
Ea1on fouled out.and the clock ran out .
After erasing an eight point deficit midway through !he second half and losing two
of their best players along !he way , the
Bisonetts were eliminaled from the MidEastem Athletic Conference T'?umament
by Florida A&M 69-67, last Thursday .
Wilh about 10 minutes to play in ·the
second half, Wood , who had scofed 17
points already , was served with a sharp
elbow to the forehead and was taken our of
!he game 10 stop the bleeding.
··1 thought I was going to play some
more ," said Wood, who had 13 points in
the first half. ' 'Once I cooled down I
thought I was going to get back in10 the
game . But they (the coaches) said 'nope'.''
She later received eight stitches.
\
Later, with the score tied al 63-all and
3:31 left in the game , Eaton got her fifth
foul·, taking herself out of the picture.
Taking advantage of the absence of the
Bisonenes • leading scorer ( 13. 9 ppg) and
rebounder (9.2 pg) , FAMU quickly regained a three-point lead, 66-63 , od free
throws by Rose Hudgins and Valerie
Robinson .
Bui Howard refused to say 'die'. Sheny
Van Pelt countered wilh a 20-fool jumper
(her only points of the nigh I) at the 1:5 I
mark to bring them back within one.
Kathy Baylor had a chance to tie the score
after being fouled by FAMU's Sybil RiverS
•ith 1: 15 left, but missed the front end of a
one-and-one.
1
Tite Rattlerettes secured their lead 20
seconds lier with a layupfrom Hudgins, fol lowed by a Rivers free throw with 11
seconds on the clock . Lisa Mungo rushed in
a layup in the last second but it was not
enOugh .
Coach Sandra Tyler said she was not
making any excuses, but did admit to being
a victim of circumstances.

MEAC

f

''There's no doubl about it, we had the
talent," she said. Bui · she added, ' ' I don't
think any of lhcse teams could've stood to
lose !heir top two scores and win the

game . "
Eaton , who blocked three shots on the
night, credited FAMU 's tigh1 defense for
her low scoring nigh1 of 10 points .
'' My attitude going into !he game was
Iha! nobody ~ould slop me, but unfortunaiely the stats ·show that they did," said the
senior, who tied with Rattlerette Laura
Johnson for the game's rebounding honors
with 11 . ' ' After that (the game) was all ove:r
I just wanted to forget about it .''
Howard appeared to be in trouble early in
the flfSt half when FAMU guard Cynthia
Lee ( 14 points) went on a 90-second tear,
scoring eight straight points and putting her
team ahead 15-4 wilh 14 minutes rcmairung.
But the defending Tournament champs
came back methodically. c~ping at the
FAMUilead . Then wilh 4:05 left in the half
they began a spurt of their own, ranling off
seven uncontested points and winning jump
balls in the 1:35 that
., followed to take their
ftrst lead of the game. 28-27 .
After losingthe lead again via four
straigh1 points by Hudgins, the Bisoncttes
came back to tie the score at 31-31. A 20footcr by Michelle Dyer sent Howard into
the lock.er room with a two point lead.
Thc Bisoocncs, who were very optimistic
at the season 's outscl, finished the year with
' in the conference.
an 8-17 record, 4-2
Coach Tyler said that her \C8111 ' s abiliry to
stay close with FAMU dQwn to the end
··shows the character of the kids ."
''Howard's women athletics has come a
long way from where it was,•• said Tyler,
who has compiled a 33-41 overall record in
four seasons at Howard. ''And it's due to
these kids . They've brought it out of obscurity ."
A&M (15-10) lost in semifinals to South
•
Carolina State , who beat BethuncCookman in the championship.

I

•

.. '

ConJimudfrom page 11

.

sidcrcd to be one in which either could win.
The Bulldogs finished fourth in the MEAC
and lost to the Bison twice, but both were
close .
.
Carraciolo and Scon shone in that gimc .
Carraciolo had a field day- 17 points, 13
rebounds, three steals and two blocked
shots . Scott was just as impressivc-16
points, 11 rebounds and one block and one
Isteal .
· They not only created problems for SC
State coach Johnny Jones, but they kept the
SC Staie scoring and rebOundiog attack in
check . Frank.Jin Giles, who led the cOnfcrencc in scoring and was second in the
nation in rebounding, was limited to only
two points and three rebounds and got into

,

,
•

I

I

early foul trouble.
The Bison only trailed in the game ooce,
8-7 in the fust half at the 15:40 mart . The
game was close throughout, however, as the
Bison played in spuru:.
''I would just like to say that it 's been a
joy working with these young men because
of the attitude they have displayed over the
course of !he season. We will try to get a
Couple more recruits for next year, and who
knows, we may get an NIT bid this year,''
stated coach Cy Alexander.
NIT or not, the Bison have had a fabulous
season. It did not end the waY. Bison fans
may have liked it to, bu1 the season i1self did
oot go like anyone expected ii to. lbcy can
hold their heads high like champions .
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The Plaza (710...K}-l 'd like to ask you ir
anything could ever be between us, bur

1st Annual Health Pn:ifessions.Club Hea:ith
Ca reers Award Meetin g Honoring Dr .
LeSalle Leffall Chairman of Surgery Dept .
of Howard Universily Hospilal 5:00 Sharp
Room 116 Douglass Hall Marcil 16, 1983

•

Subscribe To The Hilltop
For Information Impacting Our World
Students Free
(Non-Students Yearly Subscription

O n Friday, March 18, 1983. Gamma

C .C ., Ja, Barry ~ Linda: l1 's been a real Happy ·belated bii:thday Annette . Jus
when I see you, I chill . If you can detecl
pleasure having friends, like you, I know I WR.Dted to wish you the best on your very
who this is , and would like to become more
can count on. Let 's be friends , always! Phil- special day . Haiig in there lover girl. Lov~
familiarized , don ' t hesi tate lo say
ly and New York rocking together!-YoW'j.;J~e~ff"'"_ _
. . ,
friend, Lisa
· To Ebony Prima Donna, Dean of Bl-I:
somethmg. -Ms. Bethune
___...__......_......,...,......,...j~====~-=-------~-1 Women: Happy 21st and 22nd Birthday!
Eric, This one is for you! Have a nice day This time we'll celebrate right , you'll get
MARLON 'BRANDO ,
SHORTY
the wine and a drink, too.-Quiet Ston9 .
-and Claretta Ll ,.; _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,;.1
what's up homeboy ? Long time.,
To Melvin
no see. Fe_o_rn what I hear, you're
Happy Birthday
H.H. , ewryone is oondering W-.0 ·'
_cut~ as ever.
A ..
Your Pooch, Brigitte
the DOG CATCHER is ????]_

Kappa Chapler of Pi Sigma Alpha National
Politiral Science Honor Society of Howard
Univt:rsily will be presenting a panel discussion on ··ttow to Get Into Law School. ..
,
11le gucsl panelists \11ill be James Ctuis1ian,
Re"'' France and AS<t Dean Bellamy of
eorgctown Law School . The discussio111"•.,,,,.;;;;;;;;:.;:::;;;..,;,,:;:;;..:~::;,;;:;..:::,;.~~::;,:.,::;,_::~::;;~::,::._ _ _,..j
will begin al 6 PM in room 116 of Douglass The Brothers of Xi Chapter .• KAPPA
ALPHA PSI Fraternity Inc. present The SING-A-GRAMS for any occasion, sung
Hall .
r•
Black and White Ball . Friday April 8th. by lhe c berub pledge club of SIGMA
\983 .
ALPHA IOTA Profess ional Music Fra1emi1y will be delivered anywheie on Howard's
There will be a Christian Fellowship Ral- H.U. SOCIAL WORKERS DO IT WITH A campus. For more inf<>--<:on1ac1 ' 'EC'' at
ly 1Jn Fnday. March 18. !983al7:30PMin SPRING FLING . Alt are invited to attend a t-6~3~6-:::.!t~88~8~o~rjt~7:'08';:.: : : - - - - - - Spring Fling Disco. Sat . March-19th . J0-2
i.'" Blue Room Lounge of Drew Hall . All
in \'ited and welcome 10 attend . Come am . Place-210 New York Ave . N.W. Holy Redeemer Churc h Center Donation--- f-.,-.,-.,-------------t for a nighl of good Chrislian fellowship
loft for rent fOr female student . Shepherd
nd cncouragemenl wilh.other believers on $5 .00. B. y .0 .B. Setups will be available .
Pa.i:k area . S250 per month . can reduce by
Fundraiser
10
help
studenrs
altend
the
· an1pus . Spo nsored by the Navigators
babysitting . For more information call 726Nat
io
ilal
Co
nference
.
For
tic
ket
info
1644 .
hrisrian· Fellowship . Refreshments• will be
conlact- 559- 1356 . .S53-2:34l, 328-6683 .
· rved .
KAPPA WEEK
The Na1ional Association of Black Ac- WANTED: Mrue or t•emale 10 share a 3
counlants (NABA) is sponsoring a fundrais- beJroom apartment in Silver Spring Mary .fhis year the Brothers of Xi Chapter have . er to be held at The Clubhouse, 13th Upshur land . RENT $160.00 monthly . Alt UTILI da1cd KAPPA WEEK lo run from Monday Sts .. from 11 P.M. to 4 A.M. 1onight (Fri- TIES INCLUDED . Baske1ball and Tennis
April 4th lhrough Sunday April 10th. Dur- ib.y. March I l1h) . Admission will be $3 per courts.-Swimming pool and Parking on preing 1hat week the following Crimson and person , and please bring your Howard l.D. mises . LAUNDRY facil i1ies on ground
floor . Silver Spring Metro Station and
Cream productions will be sponsored : Para- See you then"'
phematia Sale. Martin Luther King Legisla- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l Shopping is 15 minute ride away via RIDEti\'C Teach-In . Pool Party, Sweetheart FashBaldwin and Frazier Halls of !he Tubman ON-BUS . For further information call 588ion Show, Greek Basketball Toumamenl. Quadrangle cordial ly invi1e all to attend a 937 1 or 589 -3977 before 12pm daily .
Black and White Bal l, Picnic and activities . Fashion Show. March 16. at 8:00 p.m. in lJTILITIES : central heal and air condi1iol twillbca weekofact iv iti e~youw ouldnot lhe Baldwin Lounge . This "''ill be a greal ning , gas, waler, e\eclric ity .
want 10 miss. Conlact any Kappa for in- show to attend during Residence Halls r------'-----------Female room.male wanted to share large
formation .
Week!
modem neWly renovated effic iency. close
DREAMGIRLS!
The Gentlemen of Drew Social Club will be to Howard ,· !6th st. and metro : 150.00 per
, '
having a Fashion show and Talent contest montli utilities included . Cal l 332-5265 .
The lrip with the National Organ1 ...:1..1on on We~ . Mar . 16 , 1983 . Featuri ng the
•
of Black University and College Studenl ~ G.O .D.G .Q. model s and the Ladies of rhe 1--------~-----on March 18th lo see Drcamgirls his beetl Quad Fashion Fair . For n1ore infonnation
cancl!l!cd . A!I those who paid money cari contact Rcxiney Gore by calling Drew Ha11 l---~-----------
Did you miss your c hance on Valentines
receive a refund from Cram1on Audilorium and be ~n the too~out for nyers . So come
and watc h the Ge ntl eme n show 1he ir Day? Show your love !hat you appreciate
upon presentation of a receipt . Thanks to all
them . Send your sweetheart a lollipop just
of those ...,·ho were going, and to al l of those, stuff!! !!
who made the firs l lrip a success .
G.O .D.S .C. because ... Orders wil l be 1aken March 1217, deliveries on March 18th . Call 797 THE INTERNATIONAL
0 .ALL PARTY PEOPLE!
1740 or see any lZ Club member. This is a
BUSINESS SOCIETY
The Gentlemen of Drew Social Club is having a '' Friday Night Funk Jam ' ' Tonight
Would like to thank all those who supported March 11. l 983 . Shorts and tee shirts will
our bake sale and made ii the success ttiat it be the dress code (Weather permitting) and
...,,as . We would also like to extend our the cost ;s only 50. . Pony;ng starts at
~ank s to all the 1nembers who part.icipaled
p.m. until . . at Drew Halt. So come and
party
with the' GENTLEMEN !!!!!
IN ILLINOIS CALL 312-922-0300
1n any way .
AUTHORS' RESEARCH, ROOM tlOO
• THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
\
G.O.D.S.C .
407 S. O..rbom, Chic&g0, ll IOI05
'
'Ille Departm"'ent-Of"Pfi"ys1 CaIBIUoat1on. arid
HOTIINE
Recrea1ion is sponsoring irs eighlh annual THE NOTE-ABLE THING TO DO: subH~alth Education Seminar. to be held in lhe SCRIBE~ SCRIBE. the new campus organi The Howard University Hotline , HoUniversity Blackbu"m Center Auditorium zational note-taking service is now taking
ward' s .fe leph6nc crisis intervention . inon March 16, 1983 from 9a .m. to 12 noon .
subscrip1ions for the foll owing courses:
fonnation, referral, and Counseling ServThe speaker will be Dr . D. Warren Harri- General Zoology (026- 10 1 all sections),
ice, is currently rccrui1ing volunteer teleson of Washington . D.C . He ha.s chosen for Planetary Science (001 -002 all sections).
hone counselors . In1erested persons ma~
his theme '' WHAT IS MAN '' , the Wholis- Cell Biol~gy-His1ology (026- 165 all secall 636-6870 for further informa1ion.
tic Approach 10 Optimal Health through tions), General Chemislry (004-003, 004 ,
preventive practice .
005, 006},• "and Organic Chemistry (004T-SHIRTS ON SAIJoNOW!! $5 .00
Th H ard U
015) . Subscriptions may bepickedupinlhe
each . ECONOMICS DEPl·. ASB-B Jrd fl .
e ow
niversily community is invted t " d
f h th
.
Blackburn- Center Cloakroom on any '
or 636 -6718 SPONSORED BY THE
l
o a en any o [ e rec sessions
s h d I d 9 tO t O 00 JO o
00
Wednesday 2:00-4 :00. Thursday 10:00
ABRAM HARRIS ECONOMICS SOCI- 111"1200
c e ue · : - : ·
: I - 11 : , a.m .- l:OOp.m.,orFriday ll :OOa .m.- 1:00

$12.00

•

·Semester Subscription $6.00
Contact The Editor-In-Chief at 636-6866

•

VCl)'one needs a fri end, but .,.,,hen
you're a developmentally disabled
or mental]}' retarded person . the
r1eed is especially strong.
You car1 help. Reach out and share )'Our
da)' ·••itl1 a special friend. A picnic in the
park .•1 Sunda}' matinee, a trip to ihe zoo.
You ra11 make a ·,,:orld of diffei"ence.

E

j

•

Find out how to
"Be a friend"
Call (202) 625-2053
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•
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AITENTION All FUTURE OR
POl'ENTIAL ~ LAW STUDENTS!!

•

·

9am-7pm.

Monday through Friday
()r "'"rite:
"'1.3..: '' fri c11d "

Georgetown University
Cllild Development Center
131 ~~

13liildii•g. J{oom CG52
:1800 l~ c.sc n·oi r Rc>ad. N\V
\\1 a..~11in~t1 1 n. IX: 20007
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BAUSCH & LOMB, AMSOF

~ SOFT
•

CONTACTS

[l nt•oduc!<><y Otlet I<>< New Pa 1ien !$ O nlyf

1r 1 ou car Dr,ng '" .in aa S"" '' '"9 J 10 ... et o"ce
l\' f Wll t BEAT I T '

!

1----S_T_A_T-=_E
__C..:L.::=U:::B:;.=:S:c..__
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800·621 •5745

ETY . •ADDITIONAL ORDERS MADE
;;s.
UPON REQUEST.
I The African Studies and Research Outreach
Program of Howard Univers ity would like IT'yping. editing. transcription . Reasonable
WANTED ' WRITER.S . ARTISTS . lo announce another segment of its Seminar rales. Near Metro . Cal l 429- 1758. M-F
9-5
, · ~· ~
POETS . Janus, the lilerary magazine of the Series entitled ''Africa in the Diaspora'' .
:'-~-;..,:';;::,.,.~·,.......-~~~--~Department of English. is now accepting Upcomi.ng:
material for Spring 1983 . Deposi1 items in DATE ' Friday. March t 8. t 983 t 2,00 Noon
the Janus envelope outside Locke 270. LOCATION : The Forum, Blackb_fu.n Cen.
Club Philadelphia is sponsoring a bus horn(
Writings must be _typewritten , double- ter, HowFd Universily
spaced, ~d inClude both name and address SPEAKER : Dr. Husse in al Attas, Woodrow for the spring break . $10 .00 one way . The
J
bus jleaves from Wiashingt(jjn, D.C. on
on eac h page . (NOTE : llems cannol be re- Wilson 1Scholar
1umed: please submit xeroxed copies only .) TOPIC: , ' Intellectuals as a Condition of March 25. 1983 at 5:00 p.m. The bus will
Progress in the Third World ''
depart from 4th Street apd College and ar'
Ttie Public Relations Studenl Society of For further information please call 63 6- rive in Philadelphia 8:00 p.m. al lhe Greyhound bus terminal located on 18th and
America. !Howard Chapter, is now recruit- 7648 .
ing writers for their organization's newslet- t--~~--------------l Markel Streels . For ticket information call
David Harris at 797-1853 .
COMPUTER MAJORS!
!
ter . All those inlerested in becoming a pan
of a progressive new newsletter. please conThe !st Annual COBISS Banquet will be The New Jersey Club is sponsoring a panel
t.act Gloria Davis. Editor. al 636-6711, and
discussion on the Future of Black Colleges.
held on Friday, March 18th at the Ho....:W
leave your name and phone number .
The discussion will lake place on Monday ,
Inn . If.you have paid your dues you should
March 14, 1983, at 6:30. It will be held in
Pho1ographer needs female models for have , or will , receive a fru invilation . Cash
the auditorium of Blackbum University
photos . Musi be available for on location Bar. For more info, sec anyCOBISS officer
Center. Please take the time out to find out
shooting (home & outdoors). Send phone in the School of Business.
aboul the future of your black college.
The trip to Sa1ellite Business Systems in
number & ~te : B:M ., P.O . Box 33085
'
Virginia will be on Wednesday , March!---------~-----~ashington , O.C. 20033 .
16th. Susses will leave the School of Busi· AlTENTION: Club New Jersey is sponsor·
*.LJii.!N:i.T4I ON A LL S LEEZESI f !. ness at 12:00 pm! Busses'will return by 5;00 ing a bus ride to New Jersey for Spring
;There WI
.a genera mee 1ng
pm . For more info, sec any CORISS offi- Recesg. The bus'. will leave at 4:00 p.m. in
of all Sleezes and all those in_ cer.
front ofCramton Audi1orium on Marc·h 25 .
.terested in becoming sleezes it ,
Compuler-Based Information Systems The bus will make two stops in New Jersey .
~.he home. of her sleeziness. (that . Sociely .. . '' Doing it Byte by Byte! ''
The ftrSt will be in Camden, while 1he
includes you Sleezy MarlOn
second will be in Tren1on . Tickets are
Shorty SJeeze, Clriset Sleeze
,
$25 .00 for members and $30 .00 for
SloushoUs Sleeze ect·.
'
OJ>!!ration Crossroads Africa, lnc .)s ex- norunembers . ,F or more information caJI

,
''•

EYEGLASSES

AND EYE EXAM!

s2 9 99

HIGH FASHION FRAMES, LENSES
"'
SINGLE VISION
•

I
!

•

COMPLETE!

America's Best Contacts & Eyeglasses
1000 16th Street, N.W., Washington. D.C.
(between K and L ·s treets)

223-1050

.

:w;;;th::;the~

oday is the la.sl day to regisicr
N. A. A.C .P. Membership Drive. To regis·
t.er. soetheBrothcrsofXiChaptcrofKappa
Alpha Psi in the basement of the Blackbum
University Center.

t-=Ilc.::•=ee=d~al;6~3~6--0;;';~525=-;;.::-;::;:=;;:::;;:::.:...--

tending its deadline lO March 20th for ind.ividuals interested in their summer 1983
program . For further infonnation contactf-.,,,..-,.,.
Sonia Kelly , Director, Africa Program, To Liz C,
(212) 242-8550, or wrile to Operation Just a llnle note to say I en/oyed WOl'king
Crossroads Africa, Inc., 150 Fifth Avenue, with you last month. Hope we can meet

•.
Th e 9 : Jeautt "Pte9m.fa: M•rcl'I z• A nilbt of new wan to benefit the 1-~Ne,.,w,_,Y~ort<,..~N~.Y...,_.~t~00",_11~·-----'--l q11in sometime before J graduate.
D.C.
Rape Crilil Center.
te.turu.:
Part-Ti~ t:mploy~nl
A tall friend

Students willing lO read for blind students!---------.::;..._ _...._ __
ft•CI
Sink
arc~ now and next year. Articuilatc AG, Yesthcpasteffcctstheprcscnt . But to
Sport Turn•• Sp•ct•cl•
upperclassmen or graduate students pre· let it stop the future - Makes less sense •n• two ... ,,. •p•ci•I 1u•1t1.
ferred . Interested in<lividuals an: asked to Than to enjoy what I feel is really them-I •ANDS
I DO
AR
Blonde
Austin
Lane at 636- 7506 or visit tR:;;bii"Piipj;~:-iii;pj;y'jji;;b~;"S:;;;d;::::j
AITENTION ALL PUBLIC RELATIONS • call
him Dr.
· Rm
Randatl Pippen, Happy Birthday San
m
. 2 11. A:Bldg.
MAJORS AND MINORS!! 1lfE PUBLIC
, .
Phi Nupe! Rick .
RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY Of r-......:.----::::::-:-:::-'-----1-'..:.~::_::::___....:._
AMERICA , HOWARD CHAPTER,
REWARD
.
•Shorty.
MEETINGS ARE HELD EVERY TLJFS. Lost.. 1982 H.S . class ring of immeasurable
DAY AT 5:00 pm in the PRSSA OFFICE, personal significance lO owner. The hearti·
Thanks for the dinner,

lrickhoute Burninl

_____

LOCATED ON 1llE SECOND FLOOR
OF FREEDMAN ' S SQUARE, IN THE
SCHOOL OF CO MMUNICATIONS .
_ PLE~SE ATJ'END-LET'S RELATE!!

est thanks of financial grati.rudc reasonably f-----------_:•::l::im::_
imagiood will be ~towed upon the blessed
LI% C.,
'
soul that returns the ring ! Contact Preston
P,S, Good lu ck in the SprlnK ihow,
636.6866 or 581-2205 .
I 'll b~ out th~re cheering thii time.

'
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•

'

'

